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Corrosion is the destructive result of chemical reaction between a metal or metal
alloy and its environment. Airplanes, power generating plants, chemical process and
manufacturing plants, concrete structure, and many others which widely uses aluminum
alloy and stainless steel alloys are subjected to corrosion. The estimated cost of corrosion
damage is in order of 3 to 5 percent of gross national product (GNP). Out of all forms of
corrosion, pitting corrosion is most commonly observed in aluminum alloy 2024 and
stainless steel type 316. There is a need to study the stress environment around the pits in
order to predict the nucleation of the crack. The objective of this thesis is to investigate the
x

xi
correlation between pits and stresses in AA2024 and SS316 alloys under different types of
loading. Corrosion experiments were carried out on both alloys samples for a fixed time
interval and were imaged on optical and AFM. The optical microscope provided the
information on forms of corrosion expected on the surface while the AFM provided the pit
profile on the surface. An analysis procedure was developed using CAD and finite element
analysis to predict stresses resulting from corrosion pits under different types of loadings.
The average corrosion rate of AA2024 is six times higher than that of SS316 in 2
Molar NaCl corrosive environment. Based on the results from the optical microscope,
AA2024 usually initiated with localized corrosion along with pitting and localized regions
grows in size and soon uniform corrosion is observed. However, the stainless steel SS316
usually initiated with pitting corrosion and soon followed by film forming corrosion. Based
on the analysis, it was observed that the stress distribution and levels on the corroded
surface varied due to irregularities in the corrosion process. From the stress analysis result
of AA2024 under bending, it was observed that there was 80% stress increase during first
30 min of corrosion and then the increase was about 6% from 30min to 60 min and then
soon reaches a plateau. Similar results were obtained for both AA2024 and SS316
materials under different type of loadings. Initially, the stress increases sharply as time
increases but the amount of stress increase demises as time progress and soon reaches a
plateau. There was a sharp increase of Bending and shear loading are induces higher level
of stresses compared to tension loading. From these stresses it is possible to estimate the
initiation of crack, from which the life can be estimated for failure in the material.

Chapter 1 Introduction

1.1 Motivation
Corrosion is the degradation of the metallic structure at its surface through
chemical reaction of the metal with the species of the environment. The serious
consequences of corrosion process have become a problem of worldwide significance.
Practically every environment is corrosive to some extent. For examples air and moisture;
fresh, salt and mine waters; rural, urban and industrial atmospheres; steam and other gases
like chlorine, ammonia, hydrogen and fuel gases; mineral acids such as hydrochloric,
sulfuric and nitric acid. The corrosion damage is not just limited to the appearance of the
product but some time it can lead to catastrophic corrosion damage if ignored. For
examples; sewer explosion in Mexico in 1992, loss of USAF F16 Fighter aircraft, Aloha
aircraft incident in 1992 [1]. In 1995, the cost of corrosion for United States was almost
$300 billion per year [2]. This cost includes the plant downtime, loss of the product, loss of
efficiency, contamination and over design by engineers. It was also found that 60% of the
cost is unavoidable and remaining 40% of the cost is avoidable [2].
Corrosion control can be achieved by recognizing and understanding corrosion
behavior of the material. Corrosion process is dependent on many parameters such as
environment, temperature, metallurgical and chemical property of metals [3].
1
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particular thesis aluminum alloy 2024-T3 and stainless steel type 316 are studied for
corrosion as these materials are widely used in aerospace, naval, civil and nuclear
engineering due to low cost, low density and provide high resistance to corrosion. These
materials are subjected to pitting corrosion and film forming corrosion due to presence of
numerous constituent particles, which plays important role in corrosion pit and film
formation. These film produce due corrosion are weak and can breakdown to form further
some pits. Pitting form of corrosion is known to be one of the major damage mechanisms
which affect the integrity of these materials and cause failure in some cases. To better
understand the particle-induced pitting corrosion in these materials surface, optical
microscopy, Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM), Transmission Electron Microscope
(TEM) and Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) technique have being used.
The effects of corrosion on the life of the product have being studied over years but
it’s still based on the traditional theory. Ideally the life of the product is calculated on the
bases of the crack initiation and crack propagation life [4-6]. Usually the crack propagation
life is longer than the crack initiation life. Usually the product is replaced when it reaches
maximum limit of crack size for failure but in some special cases where the safety and
health of the people is concern the product is replaced before using crack propagation life.
In these cases, corrosion fatigue crack initiation life plays a vital role to determine the life
of the product. Corrosion fatigue generally starts with pitting and crack formation and ends
with propagation of the crack initiated at the base of the pits. Thus, pitting directly
activates the crack initiation. Corrosion will produce pits on the surface which can form
crack from further corrosion or by fatigue. So effect of corrosion plays important role in
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predicting crack initiation life. Corrosion pits generally initiate due to some chemical or
physical heterogeneity at the surface such as inclusion, second phase particles, flaws,
mechanical damage or dislocations. Many researchers have studied pitting corrosion for
several decades and the details can be found in several books [1-3, 7-9]. The corrosion
mechanisms depend on the material composition, electrolyte and other environmental
conditions [7-9].
Many researchers are studying of corrosion based on electrochemical aspects,
environmental effects and metallurgical aspects [10-14]. Several local probe technique
based on electrochemical measurement at the metal surface have been applied to predict
the spatial distribution of either potential or current and to quantify the corrosion rate. The
electrochemical probe technique includes Scanning Reference Electrode Technique
(SRET), Scanning Vibrating Electrode Technique (SVET), and Localized Impedance
Spectroscopy (LEIS) [15-18]. In addition, various physical probe based on near field
microscopy (SEM, AFM and STM) have been applied to quantitatively evaluate the local
corrosion damage. Recently, Oltra and Vignal [15] have studied the effect of inclusion
under straining of the surface preparation on the pitting sensitivity of stainless steel based
on a combination of the local electrochemical measurement with finite element analysis.
Currently there are no probing techniques which describe the stress environment around
corrosion pits, which are responsible for stress corrosion cracking.
In order to predict the nucleation of cracks resulting from corrosion pits, there is a
need to obtain the stress environment around the pits. Therefore, there is a need to
investigate the pit induced stresses responsible for possible crack initiation using the AFM
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images of the corroded specimens using finite element analysis. The analysis was
performed using different types of loading to investigate stress distribution as a function of
corrosion in order to obtain the correlation between them.
1.2 Thesis Objective
The objective of this thesis is to investigate corrosion pit morphology through
microscopy and to estimate the stress around the pits during corrosion growth process
under different loading. To achieve this objective two different kinds of materials
(aluminum alloy AA2024-T3 and stainless steel type 316) are considered.

First the

materials were corroded in the controlled environment (2 Molar NaCl solution) for specific
time and then were imaged under by using optical and Atomic Force Microscopy
techniques. This process is repeated again for further corrosion time.
The corrosion pit morphology is studied using Optical and Atomic Force
Microscopy and results of both materials are compared to predict the forms of corrosion
that can occur on the materials surface under this type of corrosive environment. To predict
the stress acting on the surface due to corrosion, the AFM images of the corroded samples
are converted to solid models for that particular time period using CAD and Rhinoceros
software. The finite element analysis is performed on the model under different types of
loading condition using ANSYS software.
The result of finite element analysis is used to predict the maximum stress in
AA2024 and SS316 specimens at different corrosion time. The maximum stresses induced
for different type of loading are compared for both materials.
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1.3 Outline
This thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 provides an introduction to corrosion
in general. It expands on type of corrosions which describe what type of corrosion is
expected to happen on a material at specific environmental condition. An overview of the
corrosion detection techniques which were used during the research is also provided. The
effect of corrosion on the fatigue life is also discussed.
Chapter 3 presents experimental approach for the research. The sample preparation
and experimental setup have being described. The experimental protocols and
troubleshooting have being described. This chapter concludes with the results from
analysis, optical and atomic force microscopy.
Chapter 4 presents the stress analysis of the corrosion damage. It details the entire
process how the model is made from a corroded AFM image using rhinoceros software.
The finite element analysis is performed on these models under different loadings such as
bending, tension and shear.
Chapter 5 will discuss the conclusion and Recommendations for future work.

Chapter 2 Introduction to Corrosion
The corrosion principles and different aspects of corrosion are very important in
understanding corrosion. Study of different types of corrosion is vitally important as it will
help to predict the types of corrosion under different corrosive environment. There are
different types of corrosion detection technique based on the types of corrosion. The
accuracy of the corrosion detection depends upon the technique. This chapter will explain
the corrosion principles and how corrosion affects the materials.
2.1 Corrosion Principles
2.1.1 Factors affecting choice of engineering material
To view corrosion engineering in its proper perspective, it is necessary to
remember that the choice of material depends upon many factors. Figure 2.1, shows some
of the properties which determine the choice of a structural material. The corrosion
resistance and cost of the material are the most important properties in most of the
engineering application [4]. In some case like architectural applications, appearance is also
a vital factor for choice of material. Fabricability, which includes the ease of forming,
welding, and other mechanical operations must also be considered. In engineering
applications, strength or mechanical behavior is most important factor and has to be
considered even though the material is being selected for its corrosion resistance.
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Figure 2.1: Factors affecting choice of an engineering material [3]

In this particular thesis, aluminum alloys AA2024 and stainless steel alloy SS316
are selected for corrosion study. The chemical compositions of these materials are defined
in Table 2.1. AA2024 is mainly consisting of aluminum element with little traces of
copper, magnesium and molybdenum metals. Adding of these elements in small amount
will improve the microstructure, strength and corrosion resistance of the alloy. Similarly
the stainless steel type 316 is majorly consisting of iron, chromium, nickel, magnesium and
molybdenum metals. The chromium is added to steel to improve the corrosion resistance
because when corroded, it forms a film on the surface which reduces further corrosion by
isolating the atoms on the surface from corrosion environment. Small amount of carbon is
added to the steel to improve the surface hardness of the steel. Nickel, magnesium and
molybdenum improve the strength of the steel.

8

Table 2.1: Chemical composition of AA2024 and stainless steel type SS316 [19]

2.1.2 Corrosion Resistance
Corrosion resistance or chemical resistance depends upon many factors. Its
complete and comprehensive study requires knowledge of several fields of scientific
knowledge as indicated Fig.2.2. Thermodynamics and electrochemistry are of great
importance for understanding and controlling corrosion.
Thermodynamic studies and calculations can determine whether the corrosion is
theoretically possible and can also predict the direction of spontaneous reactions [2].
Electrochemistry studies can help to understand how exactly the corrosion process takes
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place between the material and environment. Metallurgical factors frequently have a
pronounced influence on corrosion resistance. In many cases, the metallurgical structure of
alloy can be controlled to reduce the corrosive attack [3]. Physical chemistry can be useful
to study the mechanism of corrosion reactions, surface condition of metals and other basic
properties [8].

Figure 2.2: Factors affecting corrosion resistance of a metal [3]

2.1.3 Electrochemical Aspect of corrosion
Corrosion is thermodynamically possible for most environmental conditions. Thus
it is primary importance to know how fast corrosion occurs. Most of the alloys corrode
slowly in many environments [7]. As new technology demands higher operating conditions
for aircraft, automobiles, and energy generation, and manufacturing applications, corrosion
rates are forced to a higher level.
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The electrochemical nature of the corrosion can be illustrated by the attack of steel
by salt water as shown in Fig. 2.3. The major elements in stainless steel type 316 are iron
and chromium. When the SS316 is placed in dilute salt water, a chemical reaction occurs
between them. The atoms of iron and chromium elements will donate the electrons and
form ions. However, the iron have tendency to be stabilize by donating two electron but
these ions when reacted form unstable compound. There are some chlorides ions present in
the salt water which readily react with the iron ions and form the FeCl3.
Fe

Fe2+ + 2e-

Fe

Fe3+ + 3e-

Cr

Cr3+ + 3e-

Fe3+ + 3Cl-

FeCl3

Figure 2.3: Electrochemical nature of stainless steel in salt water.
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Some ions of iron and chromium will react with the water and atmospheric air to
forms the chromium oxide and ferric salt (ferric oxide). However, first the iron will form
ferrous hydroxides but this component is unstable in oxygenated solution and so it will
further oxidized to form ferric salt. The chromium oxide forms a passive film on the
surface which reduces the rate of the further corrosion by providing the passivity to the
stainless steel.
Fe2+ +2H2O +O2

2Fe (OH) 2

2Fe (OH)2 +H2O +1/2O2
Cr3+ + O2

Cr2O3

Fe3+ + O2

Fe2O3

2Fe(OH)3

The electrochemical nature of corrosion in aluminum alloy AA2024 in salt water is
shown in Fig 2.4. Aluminum alloy AA2024 is majorly consist of aluminum metal. When
AA2024 is corroded in salt water in presence of oxygen, the aluminum ions are formed on
the surface. There is a presence of chloride ions in the water which react with these ions
and can form aluminum chloride (AlCl3). Aluminum ions can also react with water in
presence of oxygen can oxidize to form aluminum hydroxides or it can react with oxygen
and form aluminum oxide
Al

Al3+ + 3e-

Al 3+ + 3 Cl-

AlCl3

Al3+ +3H2O +1.5 O2
2Al3+ + 1.5 O2

2Al (OH) 3
Al2O3
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Figure 2.4: Electrochemical nature of aluminum alloy in salt water.

Chloride imposes severe localized corrosion damage to AA2024 at the defect sites
on the surface like pitting and oxides film formation. The interaction of the chloride and
alloy surface is crucial as the chloride influences the oxide film composition and structure
which is crucial in corrosion invitation process as ions at the oxides films playa
deterministic role in passive film stability.
The rate of electrochemical reaction is limited by various physical and chemical
factors [3]. Hence, an electrochemical reaction is said to be polarized or retarded by
environmental factors. Polarization can be divided into two different types, activation
polarization and concentration polarization. Activation polarization refers to an
electrochemical process which is controlled by the reaction sequence at the metal-
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electrolyte interface [3]. Basically it covers entire process how the metal react with
hydrogen ions to create the metal ion and hydrogen molecule, then these molecules
combine to form a bubble of hydrogen gas when a metal is reacted with water.
Concentration polarization refers to electrochemical reactions which are controlled by the
diffusion in the electrolyte [3]. The number of hydrogen ions in the solution is quite small,
and reduction rate is controlled by the diffusion of hydrogen ions to the metal surface. In
most of the cases the reduction rate is controlled by the process occurring within bulk
solution rather than at the metal surface [2]. Activation polarization is usually the
controlling factor during corrosion in highly concentrated acids.
Passivity is also important factor in study of corrosion. In many metals like iron,
nickel, chromium, titanium, and cobalt, corrosion rate decreases above some critical
potential [3]. This corrosion resistance above the critical potential needs a high driving
force for further corrosion, is defined as passivity [2]. Passivity is caused by formation of a
thin, protective, hydrated oxide, corrosion-product surface film that acts as a barrier to the
anodic dissolution reaction. Passivity does have some disadvantage like the passive film is
thin and often fragile; its breakdown can result in unpredictable localized forms of
corrosion, including pitting, corrosion in crevices and embrittlement by stress corrosion
cracking [3]. Chromium is a key alloy element forming resistant passive oxide films on the
surface. However, chromium cannot be used alone because of its brittleness.
2.1.4. Environmental Aspect
Environment plays an important factor in the corrosion process. There are many
factors in which controlled the environment like oxidizers, velocity of oxidizers, change in
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temperature and change in corrosive concentration [3]. If any one of the variables in
environment is changed then the rate of the corrosion changes, which can be predictable. If
two or more variables of the environment are changed simultaneously then a complex
behavior may be observed and prediction can be difficult.
The effect of oxidizer in the corrosion process is very complex. Knowledge of basic
characteristics of a metal or alloy is essential to understand the rate of the corrosion. For
normal metal like copper and Monel which don not passivate, when the oxidizers are
increased then the corrosion rate also increases but too some extent followed by a rapid
decrease [7]. Then the corrosion rate is independent of oxidizer concentration, is a
characteristic of both active-passive metal. For passive metals like stainless steel which
have tendency to produce a passive film to resist corrosion, initially when oxidizer is
increased then rate of corrosion increase but after production of the passive film there is a
sudden decrease in corrosion rates [7]. However, if the oxidizer is increased to overcome
its critical potential then the corrosion rate increases again followed by a rapid decrease
due to transpassive effect [2].
The effect of velocity of the oxidizer also plays a vital role in determining the
corrosion rate. For corrosion processes which are controlled by activation, polarization,
agitation and velocity have no effect on the corrosion rate. If the corrosion process is under
cathodic diffusion control, then agitation increases the corrosion rate, this effect is
generally occurs when an oxidizer is present in very small amounts, as is the case for
dissolved oxygen in acid or water [4,7]. But if the process in under diffusion control and
metal is readily passivated, then the rate of corrosion increases initially followed by a rapid
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decrease and then effect of velocity no longer affect the rate of corrosion. If the material is
exposed to extremely high corrosive environment, mechanical damage or removal of these
passive films can occur, resulting in an accelerated attack in corrosion rate [2].
As the temperature increase the rate of almost all chemical reactions also increases.
In a corrosion process, temperature is important parameter but it is also dependent on the
material properties [2-3, 11]. For example; in metals like Nickel and Monel, the rate of
corrosion increases rapidly or exponential and in stainless steel there is a negligible effect
of temperature initially followed by a rapid rise in corrosion rate with increase in
temperature.
The effect of corrosive concentration on the corrosion process is simple and
predictable. If the concentration of the corrosive concentration increases then the hydrogen
ions which are active species in the acid concentration also increases and thus accelerating
the rate of corrosion [1-3, 11]. However, as the acid concentration is increased further, a
corrosion rate reaches a maximum and then decreases. This is mainly due to the fact that a
very high concentration of acids ionization is reduced.
2.1.5. Metallurgical Aspect
Metals and alloys are crystalline solids. That is, atoms of metal are arranged in a
regular, repeating array. The three most common crystalline arrangements of metal are;
body-centered cubic, face-centered cubic and hexagonal close packed lattice structure [1-3,
20]. Metallic properties may differ from those of other ceramics and chemical salts. They
are ductile and are good conductor of electricity and heat. These properties results from the
non-directional bonding of the metals – each atom is bonded to many of its neighbors.
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When a metal solidifies during casting the atoms, which are randomly distributed in
the liquid state, arrange themselves in a crystalline array. However, this ordering usually
begins at many points in the liquid, and as these blocks of crystals or grains meet, there is a
mismatch at their boundary. When the metal solidified and cooled there will be numerous
region of mismatch between each grain. These regions are called grain boundaries. In most
of the stable configuration of the metal is its particular crystal lattice, grain boundaries are
high-energy areas and are more chemically active [3, 20]. Hence, the grain boundaries are
less resistant to corrosion compared to grain itself.
Alloys are mixture of two or more metals or elements. There are two kinds of
alloys- homogenous and heterogeneous. Homogenous alloys are solid solution that is
components are completely soluble in one another, and the material has only one phase.
Stainless steel is an example of homogeneous or solid-solution alloy, where the iron,
nickel, chromium, and carbon are dissolved completely and the alloy has a uniform
composition [1-3, 7-9]. The heterogeneous alloys are the mixture of two or more separate
phases. The components of these alloys are not completely soluble therefore the
composition and structure of these alloy are not uniform throughout the material [20]. Both
types of alloys have certain advantages and disadvantages. Solid solution alloy are
generally more ductile and have lower strength than the heterogeneous alloy. Homogenous
alloy are more corrosion resistant than the alloys with two or more phases [5].
Very pure metal is more corrosive resistant than the any alloys. The formation of
alloys is usually results in some impurities like; oxides and other inclusions, mill scale,
orientation of grain, dislocation of array, differences in composition of the microstructure,
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precipitated stresses, scratches, and nicks. These impurities can result in high energy areas
and become more chemical active than other regions.
Aluminum alloy AA2024 has a complex microstructure due addition of alloying
element and to the presence of impurities. The precipitation sequence of AA2024 alloy
consists in the formation of GBP (Guinier-Preston-Bagaryatsky) zones at room
temperature, which can be classified as a short-range ordering of the Cu and Mg solute
atoms. After artificial ageing, these zones are dissolved and replaced by semi-coherent S//
(Al2CuMg) precipitates. Finally, after long exposure times, stable S (Al2CuMg) phase are
formed [20]. In AA2024, the alloying elements Mn and Cu are generally added to control
grain structure and corrosion resistance. Copper (Cu) is added to improve mechanical
resistance of the Al matrix. However, Copper together with other elements, also
precipitates as bigger intermetallics (IMs), which attain high surface densities. The
electrochemical activity associated with these intermetallics is different from the matrix,
and gives rise to localized corrosion phenomena. Moreover, in their vicinity, the passive
layer can be weaker and Cu depleted zones can be formed leading to localized attack of the
matrix. For AA2024 alloy, it is generally accepted that Al-Cu-Mg (S-phase) intermetallics
are initially anodic and become cathodic to the matrix due to selective corrosion of their
noble constituent, namely Al and Mg, leaving nobler Cu-rich remnants that provoke the
corrosion of the adjacent matrix [20]. Overall, AA2024 have heterogeneous composition
and undergo heterogeneous composition that can occur in form of the pitting corrosion.
Stainless steel type 316 (SS316) alloy have duplex microstructure as there is
presence of lot of elements in small concentration. The chromium and nickel are the
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principal alloying elements in stainless steel, other element may be added for the specific
purpose and therefore consideration must be given to the effort of these other alloying
elements on the microstructure. The chromium and molybdenum promotes the formation
of delta ferrite structure (BCC crystal structure) at the high temperature whereas the nickel
and nitrogen promote the formation of austenite structure (FCC crystal structure) in the
steel. The resulting microstructure is a favorable combination of the two phases and is
called duplex microstructure [20]. There should be balance in composition of chromium
and nickel, and other element like carbon, manganese and copper achieve the balance in
formation of ferrite-austenite microstructure. The ferritic structure provides high immunity
to chloride stress corrosion cracking (SCC) and the austenite structure provides high
ductility to the steel. Molybdenum strengthens the passive film and improves the corrosion
resistance. Carbides tend to precipate at the disperse austenite-ferrite interfaces, preventing
sensitization to the intergranular corrosion by grain boundary precipitation. However, the
SS316 is still venerable to localized corrosion like pitting and film forming corrosion. The
break-down of the passive film can form more pits on the surface.
2.2 Types of corrosion
Figure 2.5 shows the different types of corrosion that can occur depending on the
metals and corrosive environment. They are basically divided into two categories; uniform
and localized form of corrosion. In uniform corrosion is the one in which the corrosion
reaction starts at the surface and proceed uniformly. This type of corrosion is commonly
observed in pure metals which are metallurgical and compositionally uniform.
Atmospheric corrosion is probably the most common example of uniform corrosion at a
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visual apparent rate. Uniform corrosion represents the greatest destruction of metal on a
tonnage basis [21]. However uniform corrosion is preferred from a technical viewpoint
because it is predictable and life of the product can be easily estimated by performing
simple tests.

Figure 2.5: Types of Corrosion [22]

In localized corrosion there is an intense attack at localized sites on the surface of a
component while the rest of the surface is corroding at much lower rate. Localized
corrosion can further classified as pitting corrosion, galvanic corrosion, crevice corrosion,
selective corrosion, erosion corrosion, intergranular corrosion and stress corrosion cracking
(SCC).
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Pitting is a form of extremely localized attack that results in holes or cavity in the
materials. These holes can be small or large in diameter depending on the corrosive
environment, but in most of the cases they are relatively small. Pits are sometime isolated
or so close together that they look like rough surface. Pitting is particularly most vicious
form of corrosion because it is localized and intense form of corrosion, and failures often
occur with extreme suddenness [21-33]. However, the damage on the basis of weight loss
is less compared to other types of corrosions [8]. It is often difficult to detect pits because
of their small size and because the pits are often covered with corrosion products. Pitting
corrosion is highly unpredictable because the location of pit and no of pits on the surface
can vary for identical corrosion condition [25]. The stainless steels and nickel alloys with
chromium are susceptible to pitting by local breakdown of the film at isolated sites.
Galvanic corrosion occurs when two dissimilar metals are immersed in a
conductive solution in presence of some potential difference and there is a flow of electron
between the metals. The metal which is less corrosive resistant becomes anode and metal
with more corrosive resistance become cathode. The corrosion of the less corrosive
resistance is usually increased and attack on more resistant material is decreased.
This type of corrosion needs some electrolyte and electric current for the corrosion process,
so it can be easily predictable. For example, loss of USAF F16 Fighter aircraft where the
graphite grease used as a lubricant in a fuel valve due to its cost over molybdenum
disulphide. Unfortunately, graphite grease is well known to cause galvanically induced
corrosion in a bimetallic couple. Since the fuel valve was controlled by the electric power
supply, the necessary current and electrolyte induced galvanic corrosion which results in
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failure of the fuel valve. So it results in shut off of fuel line to aircraft engine in mid-flight
[8].
Crevice corrosion is an intense localized form of corrosion usually associated with
a stagnant solution on the micro environmental level [1-3].

This type of corrosion

frequently occurs within the crevice and other shielded areas on the metal surface exposed
to corrosives or with another material. This type of attack is usually associated with small
volumes of stagnant solution caused by holes, gaskets surface, lap joints, surface deposits,
and crevice under bolt and rivets heads [3]. Since this is localized form of corrosion it is
very hard to predict this type of corrosion. For example, the aloha aircraft incident in 1988
where there was a continuous buildup of corrosion product between the lap joints, which
leads to “pillowing,” by faying surfaces [11].
Selective leaching or selective corrosion is the removal of one element from a solid
alloy by corrosion process [13]. The most common example is the selective removal of
zinc in brass alloy whereby produced a weakened porous copper structure is produced. The
selective removal of zinc can be in a uniform manner or localized scale. Similar process
occurs in other alloy systems in which aluminum, iron, cobalt, chromium, and other
elements are removed [3]. This type of corrosion is usually detected easily as the colored
corrosion product form the surface. This type of corrosion is most commonly found in
structural and architectural application. However this type of corrosion can’t be ignored
since removal of one of the element may result in drastic change in mechanical properties
and its behavior.
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Erosion corrosion is the cumulative damage induced by electrochemical corrosion
reactions and mechanical effects from relative motion between the electrolyte and the
corroding surface [21]. Metal is removed from the surface as dissolved ions, or it forms
solid corrosion products which are mechanically swept from the surface. Erosion corrosion
is found in the systems such as piping, valves, pumps, nozzles, heat exchangers, turbine
and mills [3]. Erosion corrosion is characterized in appearance by grooves, gullies, waves,
rounded holes, and valleys and usually exhibits a directional pattern. This is the most
dangerous type of corrosion as it involves the corrosion along with high mechanical wear
and tear. Many materials like aluminum, stainless steel and lead alloys are designed to
develop a surface film of some sort to be more corrosive resistant [8]. Due to erosion
corrosion this films are removed from the surfaces and impingement of corrosion pits are
formed, which are subject to more corrosion and also act as stress raiser when the load is
applied on them. The corrosion damage on the weight basis by this form is corrosion is
high because of the most of the product is subjected to some kind of relative motion [8].
Stress corrosion cracking is the brittle failure at a relatively low constant tensile
stress of an alloy exposed to a corrosive environment. Pure metal are comparatively
resistant to stress corrosion cracking. In order to produce stress corrosion cracking three
conditions must be present simultaneously; a critical corrosive environment, an alloy and
some component of tensile stress [2]. The environment plays a vital factor as it is most
acute corrosive environment which transforms the ductile alloy to brittle alloy. For
examples; hot aqueous chloride solution readily crack stainless steel, brass in ammonia
solution, carbon steel in nitrates.
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Localized attack at and adjacent to grain boundaries, with relatively little corrosion
on the grains, is intergranular corrosion [3]. This type of the corrosion is mostly observed
at the reactive impurities which may segregates at the grain boundaries. As a result, the
grain boundaries or adjacent region are often less corrosion resistant and preferential
corrosion at the grain boundary may be severe enough to drop the grain out of the surface.
The alloy might disintegrate and/or loses its strength. This type of corrosion is most
expected to happen during manufacturing process at elevated temperature [2].
2.3 Corrosion Detection Technique
Corrosion detection is usually the observation of the damage done by the corrosion
on the material at any given time. There are many different kinds of technique to detect
corrosion based on; surface morphology, chemical identification and composition,
electrochemical polarization, and nondestructive material evaluation [7].
Nondestructive material evaluation (NDE) methods are primitive methods used for
detection of corrosion. It includes dye penetrant testing, magnetic particle techniques, and
conventional ultrasonic and industrial x-ray technique. These types of testing have a
resolution in order of 0.1 mm [34]. These tests can detect the crack but detection and
quantification of early stages of damage require high resolution. NDE are still in use for
maintenance purpose, if the product is not subject to potential hazards or safety of the
people.
Surface morphology or imaging technique is also commonly used to inspect or
predict the corrosion. It includes optical, scanning electron, atomic force and scanning
tunneling microscopy. These techniques will provide the details of the surface affected by
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the corrosion like number of pits, pit size and their locations and roughness [9, 34]. Type
of corrosion can also be predicted from the imaging technique due to high resolution.
Chemical identification and composition technique identify the elements which are
present in the material and it also show it’s atomic and weight percentage respectively.
Energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy, x-ray diffraction and auger electron spectroscopy
are the example of chemical identification technique. These techniques will help to
determine which element is most reactive to the environment and what kind of corrosion
product is form on the surface. It can also determine the weight loss of overall material and
element by corrosion [34].
Electrochemical technique is used in labs or for research in order to study the
corrosion process in an artificial environment using an electrochemical cell. This technique
is used whenever there is an electrochemical cell. The current in the electrochemical cell is
studied by supplying the voltage to the cell. Based on the current, the corrosion rate is
studied. This technique help in studies like sensitivity to low corrosion rate and wellestablished theoretical understanding of corrosion.
In this thesis the corrosion study is performed on the bases of electrochemical and
imaging techniques. Electrochemical technique will help to provide the corrosion rate and
the potential-current relationship will details how the corrosion process is proceeding.
Imaging technique will determine what forms of corrosion are expected on the material
and along with the surface characteristic like number of pit’s, size and their locations.
These surface details can be of further use to determine the maximum stress developed
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during corrosion process. These stresses might be useful to predict the remaining life of the
product after corrosion damage.
2.3.1 Electrochemical technique of corrosion detection
In this method electrochemical cell is used to corrode the specimen in an aqueous
solution by applying voltage to the cell. The electrochemical cell consists of electrolyte and
three electrodes; working, reference and auxiliary electrodes as shown in Fig. 2.6. Sample
which had to corrode has to be working electrode. Reference electrode was used to
measure the working electrode potential. A reference electrode should have a constant
electrochemical potential as long as no current flow through it [35]. Auxiliary electrode is
a conductor that completes the cell circuitry. In this cell, the auxiliary electrode used was
graphite. The electrolyte create environment for corrosion by providing ions. Ideally the
electrode which is supposed to be corroded is kept as anode and potential voltage is
supplied to cell in order to initiates the corrosion process.
Potential provides an indication of the tendency of metals to corrode, but it does not
provide information on the rate of corrosion reaction. The rate of corrosion is proportional
to the rate of electron transferred between the electrode and electrolyte. The rate of
electron transfer is represented as current (I). The amount of current (I) per unit surface
area (A) is the current density (i).
icorr= icorr/ A
Based on Faraday’s law the corrosion rate (CR) or can be calculated as
CR= Icorr.K.EW/(ρ.A)
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Where K is constant and is equal to 3272 mm/(amp.cm.year) for AA2024. The corrosion
rate constant (K) will change depending upon type of metal [35].

Figure 2.6: Working principle of Electrochemical cell [35]

2.3.2 Optical Microscopy
Reflective or inverted optical microscope is used for examining metals and other
materials that cannot easily be made thin enough to be optically transparent. In this
microscope the objective and the ocular are below the stage and the illumination is above
the stage for transmitted light [20]. This is a primitive method used for the imaging, since
its resolution is varies from millimeter to few hundred microns.
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Working principle of reflective microscope is shown in Fig. 2.7; the image is
formed by the light reflected from the surface of the specimen [20]. First, the light is
emitted from the source to the half-silvered mirror which deflects the light to the sample
trough objective lens. This light is reflected back from the surface of the sample trough the
deflectors mirror, which passes the light to the eyepiece and image is appeared on the bases
of variation of reflectivity on the surface. If the surface is smooth then it will provide little
or no contrast compared to the uneven surface whose reflectivity varies from one location
to other.

Figure 2.7: Working Principle of Optical Microscope [20]
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2.3.4 Atomic Force Microscopy
The atomic force microscopy (AFM) was invented in 1986 by Bennig and Quate
recognized the need of microscopy technique that could examine insulating surface using a
force mechanism [36, 37]. Using an ultra small probe tip at the end of the cantilever, the
atomic force microscopy can achieve extremely high resolutions. Now, with the capability
to micromachine such as levers, commercial instruments are available which uses lasers to
detect the deflection. AFM is heavily relied tool for researcher and can be used to image
conducting, insulating, and biological specimens [38-41].
The fundamental AFM design as shown in Fig. 2.8 consists of a micromachined cantilever
that is brought into contact with a sample surface while the tip-sample force is monitored
during scanning. The force is measured by reflecting a laser beam off the backside of the
cantilever and monitored the beam’s reflected position with a photodetector. As the
cantilever bends due to the induced tip-sample forces, the laser moves on photodetector.
[36, 37] There are two basic methods used to scan the sample surface: contact mode and
tapping mode. In contact mode, the tip is always in contact with the sample and the
feedback circuit maintains a constant tip-sample force as the sample is scanned. In this
manner, the reflected laser beam is in a fixed position on the photodetector to reduce the
errors. In tapping mode, the cantilever is vibrated at its resonance frequency while
scanning. When the tip approaches the sample, it only touches the surface during the
downward cycle of its oscillation. A feedback loop is used to control the tip-sample forces
by maintaining a constant oscillation amplitude as surface is scanned [42].
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Fig 2.8: Working Principle of Atomic Force Microscope [36]

AFM have ability to provide height, phase and amplitude data’s on one single scan.
The height data is good measure of the height of the surface feature but does not show the
distinct edges. The height data can be achieved by monitoring the vertical position of the
probe tip is and noting changes in the length of the z-axis on the xyz-scanning probe. Phase
data provide the information on differing elasticity on the sample surface. When probe tips
engage with the sample surface, the phase of the offset of the oscillating cantilever changes
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by some angle with respect to the phase offset of the input drive signal. As regions of
differing elasticity are encountered on the sample surface, the damping experience by the
probe tip will differ and results in the phase change between two signals. These differences
are plotted as the so-called “phase image”. Amplitude data tends to show the edges of the
surface features. There is sudden increase or decrease in the amplitude at the edges of the
surface features which are continuously monitored by the photodiode detectors.
2.4 Effect of Corrosion on the Material life
For long time, the effect of corrosion was neglected in predicting the life cycle of
the product. The life of the product was predicted on the basis of fatigue alone and effect of
environment was neglected. It was assumed that the crack is initiated by the fatigue from
large inclusion, flaws, mechanical damage or dislocations [4]. However, many researchers
have proposed that effect of corrosion is also important in predicting the life of the
product. The corrosion often results in pits, film forming and removal of the material from
the surface. The presence of corrosion pits can significantly shorten the fatigue life crack
initiation life and decrease the threshold stress intensity of an alloy by as much as 50%
[28]. These imperfections usually act as a source of nucleation of the crack. Nucleation of
crack can further form a crack either from fatigue or by further corrosion, this phenomena
is called corrosion fatigue model [19, 43].
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Figure 2.9: Corrosion fatigue model.

The corrosion fatigue model shown in Fig. 2.9 include the effect of both corrosion
and fatigue in the predicting the life of the product [28]. The corrosion fatigue life usually
starts from the nucleation of the pits and its growth. The pits almost anyway initiate at
some chemical or physical heterogeneity at the surface, such as inclusion, second-phase
particles, flaws, mechanical damage, or dislocation. For this particular model the pits are
assumed to be initiated from the corrosion. These pits grow in a corrosive environment and
form crack. This crack then propagates till the complete failure of the product. The
dominating factor for crack propagation is fatigue, as the corrosion process is slow and it
takes long time compared to fatigue to propagate the crack to its failure. The crack
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initiation is due to combination of both fatigue and corrosion. The life of crack initiation is
very important in some cases where safety and health of the people is concerned; the
product had to be replaced as soon as the first crack is detected.
Pit nucleation and growth consist of three stages; Pit initiation, metastable pit stage
and stable pit. Pit initiation is the first step of pitting in which the pits are formed on the
surface due to corrosion or by the breakdown of the passive film on the alloy surface. The
initiation of the pits can take place at random places depending upon the microstructure of
the alloy. These initial pits require suitable environment to grow into stable pits. The stage
where the pits may repassivate in case of unsuitable environment is known as metastable
stage. If the proper conditions are satisfied, these initial pits grow into stable pits. These
sable pits then grow and lead to deterioration of the whole metal as shown in Fig. 2.10.
Stable pit growth, in which the pit propagates effectively indefinitely, is preceded by a
metastable state. The metastable state of growth occurs while the pit is still very small, and
its continued propagation to reach stable state is not guaranteed. Many metastable pits
which do not achieve stability are not in themselves necessarily structurally damaging,
although they affect surface finish on a microscopic scale. When the stable pits the reach
the detectable size then it is called crack.
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Figure 2.10: Degree of deterioration that takes place on the metal during pit initiation
and during growth.

Wang et.al. [28], have proposed a analytical corrosion fatigue model where, the
effect of both corrosion as well as fatigue was taken in study. According to him, the total
life of the product of the life can be summation of crack initiation life and crack
propagation life. The crack initiation life is assumed on the parallel bases of fatigue and
corrosion effect. However, their model assumed that the crack is nucleated in the largest
corrosion pits and other pits are ignored. Their model suggested that the pit size is varied
as the cube root of the time or corrosion cycle. Ishihara et al.[24], have proposed similar
corrosion fatigue model which suggests that the pits size is varied as function to time under
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in an unstressed environment. However, their model assumed that the crack nucleation will
be due to corrosion and effect of fatigue crack nucleation was neglected.
In a series of papers, Harlow and Wei [30-32] have developed a probabilistic model
for the probabilistic model for the prediction of corrosion and corrosion fatigue life. Their
model was based on the growth of a single dominant flaw from the pit to a small surface
crack and then into a through crack. However, their model fail to include the fatigue crack
nucleation, the nucleation of the crack was assumed due to corrosion. Rokhlin, Kim and
Zoofan [33] have developed a fracture mechanics model for fatigue crack initiation and
propagation from a single artificial and actual pits based on the two different stress
intensity factors. However, their model fails to consider the effect of pit nucleation and
growth. Zamber and Hillberry [44] developed a probabilistic approach for predicting
fatigue life based entirely on crack propagation, the crack initiation life was assumed small
compared with the total life and was neglected. This approach might lead to significant
errors if both the applied cyclic loads and pitting corrosion levels are low.
Duquesnay, Underhill and Britt [45] have showed that the most important factor
determining the corrosion fatigue life was the corrosion pit depth. Ishihara et al.[46],
reported that the growth rate of corrosion pits increased with an increase in the stress
amplitude. M. Jakubosi [43] developed a corrosion fatigue crack growth, where the crack
growth rate is assumed to be proportional to current flowing through the electrolyte within
the crack during a load cycle. This approach predicts the total corrosive fatigue crack
growth rate in a corrosive environment rather than the environmental component of the
total rate.
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The most important factor which effect the life of the component is stress induced
on the surface, stress concentration factor, pit depth [28]. However, there are no researches
which determine the maximum stress developed on the corroded surface and how the stress
distribution changes as corrosion take place. This thesis is trying to develop a local method
which can predict the maximum stress developed on the corroded surface using Finite
Element Analysis. This method will help to show how the stress distribution on the surface
changes as corrosion occurs on the surface. Using this method, it’s easy to predict the
damage done on the surface stresses due to corrosion and this result can be used to
calculate remaining life of the product.

Chapter 3 EXPERIMENTS
Corrosion damage experiments were conducted in a controlled environment for
specific amount of time. After the specimen is corroded for the specific time, the surface
morphology was examined using AFM and optical microscope. The details about the
corrosion experiments and the AFM results are presented in this chapter.
3.1 Sample Preparation
Two materials, aluminum alloy AA2024 and stainless steel 316(SS316) are
considered in conducting corrosion damage experiments. Metal specimens of AA2024 and
SS316, are first cut into samples of 3cmx 3cm. Initially, these samples are first inspected
visually and optical microscopically for any imperfections on the surface, and if sample
have imperfection then it is not taken for the study. Surface imperfections can act as source
of initiation of corrosion due low corrosion resistance and it may create an artifact in the
corrosion process. After selection of the sample with no imperfection on the surface, these
samples are grinded and polished according to the material.
Aluminum alloy AA2024 samples are grinded on the grinding machine which uses
emery papers as the rotor. To ensure the grinding is done in a smooth manner the sample
are grinded with different grids of emery papers from rough to smooth. For AA2024
sample were grinded with 200, 500, 800 and 1200 grid emery papers. Initially, the sample
was grinded with 200 grid emery papers at 60 rpm for about 2 minutes. Water is used as
36
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coolant to remove the waste material. This process is repeated for other grid papers 500
and 800. When the sample is grinded with 1200 grid emery paper, the revolution on the
emery paper is increased to 120 rpm and grinded for 4 minutes, this is to ensure that no
sharp edges are left on the surface while grinding. After the grinding is completed, the
samples were washed with fresh water and then dipped in the ethanol solution for complete
removal of the waste from the grinded surface. Then the sample is polished using the
polishing plates with 6µm and 1 µm diamond spray. The rotation of the polishing plates is
kept at 120 rpm and polished for 4 minutes on both plates. After polishing, the samples are
washed with fresh water and are taken for further cleaning.
After the samples are polished, then the samples are cleaned using the ultrasonic
cleaning machine. The samples were initially dipped in a diluted acetone solution, thereby
to 70% ethanol solution and finally to distilled water for 15 minutes in each solutions.
After completing the cleaning process, the samples were removed from the ultrasonic
cleaning machine and were allowed to dry under air. Once the sample is completely dried,
an area of 1mm x 1mm is selected for corrosion study and rest of area on the sample was
coated with a paint. The coating of sample ensures that there is no corrosion on the sample
surface except the selected region for the corrosion studies.
The preparation methods of stainless steel type 316 (SS316) samples are same as
the AA2024 except using different grid emery papers (150, 400, 600, 800 and 1200) for
grinding.
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3.2. Experimental Protocols
Initially, different samples were considered for different times in a 5 molar NaCl
corrosive environment but the results from optical imaging were random. Corrosion varied
from one sample to another under identical corrosive environment. This effect may be due
to change in metallurgical properties of the samples identical material. As we known that
the corrosive resistant is dependent on many factors, so this resistance varies in same
material. To avoid the randomness in the result, same sample was used for further
corrosion. The goal of this study is to systematically study the corrosion with respect to
time.
The elimination of different sample for different corrosion time helped to eliminate
randomness in the optical imaging but there was a severe corrosion during 15minutes of
corrosion process. This effect was due highly corrosive environment formed by the 5
molar NaCl electrolyte solutions when voltage was applied to the electrochemical cell. So
it was difficult to predict the effect of corrosion with respect to time. To avoid rapid
corrosion in the material, the corrosive environment was diluted to 2 molar NaCl solution
in the electrochemical cell. A reference or set point is required to compare the images
when comparing the images. So the sample is scanned with Optical and Atomic Force
Microscopes before the corrosion to set a reference point.
The experimental protocol was defined to perform the experiment on both AA2024
and stainless steel type 316 samples. As shown in Fig.3.1, the sample is corroded in
electrochemical cell. Then the sample is cleaned with distilled water in an ultrasonic
cleaning machine for 15 min and then air dried. The corroded sample is imaged using
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Optical Microscope and then followed by Atomic Force Microscope (AFM) for surface
morphology during the corrosion process.

Figure 3.1: Experimental Protocol

After the sample is imaged using both microscopes, the sample is washed in
distilled water in an ultrasonic cleaning machine for 15 minutes interval. A fresh 2 Molar
NaCl electrolyte solution is made for the electrochemical cell. Sample is used again in
electrochemical cell for further corrosion for 15 minutes. The same procedure is repeated
again until total corrosion period is 2 hours.
3.3 Experimental setup
The experimental set up for performing the corrosion experiments using the
corrosion cell is shown in Fig. 3.2. There are three different electrodes, First is working
electrode which is connected to cathode (negative) of the power supply, other one is
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auxiliary electrode which is connected to the anode (positive) of the power supply and
third one is a reference electrode which is connected to the ground. The electrolyte solution
used for the corrosion process is 2 molar NaCl. The corroded sample is connected to the
working electrode and the auxiliary electrode is kept as graphite as it is good conductor of
electricity. The reference electrode helps to complete electric circuit and maintain constant
potential voltage in the corrosion cell. A sensor is connected to the cathode to monitor the
flow of current during the experiment. The reason for connecting working electrode to
cathode is that the sensor can only be connected to the cathode of the electric circuits. A
resistor of 106 Ohms is connected between the anode and the power supply to avoid the
voltage fluctuation in the electrochemical cell.

Figure 3.2: Experimental Setup [14]
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A Gamry instrument is used for the powering, controlling and monitoring the
corrosion process. A potentiostatic DC corrosion program was selected to supply a
constant potential voltage to the electrochemical cell. For AA2024 experiment, the initial
and final voltage was applied to -0.63V. In order to enable corrosion on the specimen the
specimen should be anodic to emit electron and forms metal ions on the surface of the
specimen. So a negative voltage on the cathode where the specimen is connected make
sure that the specimen is anodic compared to the graphite electrode. Similarly for stainless
steel 316, the initial and final voltage was applied to -0.45V. Other experimental
conditions for both AA2024 and SS316 are described in table 3.1
Table 3.1: Corrosion experimental conditions for Al2024 and SS316
Conditions

AA2024

SS316

Initial voltage(V)

-0.63

-0.45

Final voltage (V)

-0.63

-0.45

Sample period (sec)

10

10

Limit I (mA/cm2)

2500

2500

Sample area (cm2)

2

2

Density (gm/cm3)

2.7

7.9

Equivalent wt.

10.28

19.78

Initially, different potentials were applied on samples of both materials and these
samples were imaged under optical microscope to study the effect of the potential on the
corrosion behavior of both materials. If the potential was higher than selected potential
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then corrosion process is expedited but the goal of the thesis is to systemically study how
the corrosion is growing with respect to time on both materials. When the potential was
lower than the selected potential then reverse current flow through the sample, which
restrict the corrosion process.
During the experiment the voltage and current is constantly monitored and recorded
after every 10 seconds. The corrosion rate is controlled by the current flowing through the
electrochemical cell. The experiment is designed to limit the current to few micro amperes
to ensure that the corrosion process is slow and steady.
3.4 Experimental results
The result obtained from corrosion electrochemical experiments, optical
microscopy and atomic force microscopy are obtained to characterize the localized
corrosion. The electrochemical experiment provides the current which can helpful to
determine the corrosion rate with time. The optical microscopy image is performed at 5x
zoom at the surface of the specimen, so area of 1mm x 1mm was perfectly visible under
microscope. This provides the details how the corrosion is progressing with respect to
time. Finally, AFM provide the details how the corrosion surface morphology changes at
nano/submicron level with respect to different corrosion time.
3.4.1

Corrosion experiment results
Results of current are obtained at 10 seconds intervals the electrochemical cell for

the AA2024 specimen under 2 Molar NaCl solution at constant voltage of -0.63 V are
presented in Fig. 3.3. The sample is corroded in interval of every 15 minutes till the total
corrosion time reaches 1 hour and after that it is corroded for 30 minutes interval. The
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applied voltage to the electrochemical cell is held constant and continuously monitored by
the Gamry instrument. Initially, when the corrosion begins the value of current is close to
zero and then current increases as time increases. When the corrosion process is initiated,
the corrosion resistance for aluminum alloy is high, so it doesn’t allow the atoms on the
surface to form ions. As time of corrosion increases, the atoms on the surface had gathered
enough energy to form ions and there by more ions are formed on the surface. This effect
will tend to increase the current as the corrosion time progresses.

Figure 3.3: Variation of current with respect to time for AA2024 specimen
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The first three intervals where the total corrosion time reaches to 45 minutes, the
corrosion resistance of AA2024 is high which restricted the maximum current flowing
through the cell to less than 4 mA. So it can be predicted that AA2024 initially offer high
resistance to corrosion process when it is initiated in this particular environment. In time
interval of 45-60 minutes, the increase in current is little higher than the first three intervals
which can due to reduce of resistance on the surface affected by corrosion. The maximum
current flowing through cell is observed in the time interval of 60-90 minutes, so it can be
predicted that maximum corrosion took place during this period. As the total time reaches
to 2 hours, there is little decrease in the maximum current which can due to saturation in
availability of number of atoms to form ions.
On the bases of current result it can be predicted that AA2024 have a high
corrosive resistance when the corrosion process is initiated. As the process continues, there
is decrease in resistance due to corrosion but after a period of time it reaches to saturation
where there are little chances for further corrosion. It was seen that when the sample was
corroded again then its initial current value was close to zero. So if the corrosive
environment is not uniform then the aluminum alloy offer more resistance to corrosion.
The sample of stainless steel alloy type 316 (SS316) is corroded in 2 Molar NaCl solution
at a constant voltage of -0.45 V. The result of current obtained at 10 seconds interval for
SS316 specimen is presented in Fig 3.4. Corrosion process is initiated similar to that of
AA2024, but the maximum value of corrosion is less than 1 mA. In the second interval 15
-30 minutes, SS316 specimen offer high

corrosive resistance which restricted the

maximum value of current less than 0.5 mA. The effect of high corrosive resistance is
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further observed till the corrosion time reaches 60 minutes. During the time intervals of 6090 minutes and 90-120 minutes, there is a sudden change in current flowing through the
electrochemical cell. Stainless steel has a tendency to restrict further corrosion by forming
film on the surface. Atoms on the surface need more energy to form ions if the film is
formed on the surface. However, the breakdown of such a film will result in the pitting
corrosion on the surface.

Figure 3.4: Variation of current with time for Stainless steel type 316 (SS316)
specimens
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The stainless steel offers more corrosive resistance than that of AA2024 in this
particular environment. At any given time, the current flowing through the cell in case of
316 steel is less than that of current flowing through the cell when AA2024 is corroded.
Figure 3.5 shows the rate of corrosion was calculated in material removed from the
surface (in mm/year) from the average flow of current during each time interval using
Faraday laws.
CR= Icorr*K*EW/(ρ*A)
Where K is constant and is equal to 3272 mm/(amp.cm.year)
Area, density and equivalent weight for each specimen are taken from table 3.1. Average
current is taken for each time interval and the corrosion rate is predicted for that time
interval.

Figure 3.5: Predicted corrosion rate for AA2024 and SS316 specimen from
experimental results
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As seen from the results that the average flow of current in AA2024 is higher than
the SS316 therefore the corrosion rate of AA2024 is higher than SS316 according to
Faraday law. The average corrosion rate for AA2024 is almost 7 times higher than that of
the SS316 specimens. The corrosion rate increases sharply initially for both AA2024 and
SS316 specimen when corroded but it offer passivity due to which the corrosion rate have
decreased. The increase corrosion rate is limited in AA2024 and it is decreased in SS316
due to passivity. The corrosion rate in AA2024 increases sharply after 60 minutes of total
corrosion time and there was a decrease in corrosion rate due to saturation of the corroded
regions on the surface. There was a sharp increase in corrosion rate in SS316 after 60
minutes but the saturation of corrosion was still unachieved. Polynomial trend is used for
predicting the corrosion rate in both specimens using R-squared value. Third-order
polynomial is used to predict the trend in corrosion rate in AA2024 and SS316. According
to this trend, the corrosion rate for AA2024 specimen gradually increases till 90 minutes
and then there is a decrease due to saturation in corrosion. However, the increase in
corrosion rate for SS316 is very small during first 60 minutes of corrosion but after 60
minutes the corrosion rate seemed to be increasing sharply after that but the saturation in
corrosion is still unachieved.
3.4.2

Optical Microscopy results

Figure 3.6 shows the optical microscopy result of the AA2024 sample at different
corrosion time when corroded in 2 Molar NaCl solution at -0.63 V. As seen from Fig
3.6(a), at time t = 0 minutes there is very little or no corrosion product form on the surface
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of the sample. When the sample is first corroded for 15 minutes (Fig. 3.6(b)), some
localized effects of corrosion are seen along with some general corrosion. Uniform
corrosion had taken place in sample but some severe corrosion is seen on the highlighted
region. Some pitting effect is seen on the highlighted region A of the sample since there is
a difference in the phase due to reflection of the light. Rest of the sample is subjected to the
uniform or general corrosion where the corrosion products are formed on the surface of
sample.
When the sample is corroded for another 15 minutes (Fig 3.6(c) for t =30 minutes)
the corrosion seems to grow further. Mostly uniform corrosion is observed at this
particular time. The regions which were previously corroded at t =15 minutes are corroded
further and they grow in size and some regions on the sample are randomly corroded
(Region B). So the corroded region acts like a source of corrosion initiation. This is due to
the complex microstructure of AA2024, in which the Al-Cu-Mg (S-phase) intermetallics
are initially anodic and become cathodic to the matrix due to selective corrosion of their
noble constituent, namely Al and Mg, leaving nobler Cu-rich remnants that provoke the
corrosion of the adjacent matrix. At total time t = 45 minutes (Fig 3.6(d)), more uniform
corrosion is seen on the surface of the sample. Previously corroded region seems to expand
and few other region with severe uniform corrosion also seen (Region C). Few white spots
and long groove kind of pits are appeared in the highlighted region C. The Previous
corroded region seems to have a very low corrosive resistance than the rest of the sample
because there was an intense growth in corrosion product when further corroded. However,
corrosion rate at this particular time is seen higher than 15 and 30 minutes. Al 2024 seems
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to have a decrease in corrosion resistance as the corrosion process forms some product or
pits on the surface of the sample.

a) At t = 0 min

b) At t = 15 min

Region A
Region B

c) At t = 30 min

Region C

d) At t = 45 min

Figure 3.6: Optical microscopy images of AA2024 specimen at different corrosion
times.
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e) at t = 60 min
Region D

f) at t = 90 min
Region E

Region F

g) at t = 120 min

Figure 3.6(cont.): Optical microscopy images of AA2024 specimen at different
corrosion times.
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At total corrosion time t = 60 minutes (Fig 3.6(e)), the previously corroded region
expanded in size and more uniform corrosion regions are also seen. However, the intensity
of the corrosion seems to higher than before corrosion. The highlighted region D had a
severe corrosion during corrosion time interval (45-60 minutes), in which there were huge
deposits of oxides and few pits are also visible on this region. The rate of corrosion is
expected to higher than before as there is huge reduction in corrosion resistance. Mostly
the dark regions indicate that there is corrosion on the surface with corrosion product such
as rust or film. There are some white spots on the surface, which may due to some pits or
un-corroded region. There will be height difference between corroded region and uncorroded spots due to accumulation of the corrosion. These un-corroded spots are also
considered as a pit as long as corrosion products are present on the surface.
When the AA2024 sample is corroded further to t = 90 minutes (Fig 3.6(f)), the
corrosion region seems to grow further in size. At this time most of sample area is covered
with corroded region. There has been growth in previously corroded region (Region D to
Region E) as the corrosion time was increased. Accumulation of the corrosion product on
the surface is seemed to be increased (Region E). A combination of uniform corrosion and
pitting corrosion over entire surface is observed. At time t = 120 minutes, the previously
corroded region (Region E) seemed to be expanded and accumulation of the corrosion
product on the surface is increased (Region F). The intensity of the dark region seemed to
be increased as the regions appeared darker than before. Appearance of more white spots
on the dark regions has also increased compared to 90 minutes sample. However, the
expansion of the dark regions or corroded regions has decreased compare to earlier
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corrosion. So it can be suggested that there will be little expansion of the corrosion on the
surface but there are chances that more accumulation of the corrosion product on the
corroded region.
For particular environment considered, corrosion of AA2024 sample seemed to
have combination of both uniform and pitting corrosion. Initially, the corrosion begins
uniformly over entire surface but there is some localized intense corrosion. The regions
which are previously corroded are subjected to more corrosion if the total corrosion time is
further increased. This corrosion can be seen on the surface either by increase in surface
area of the corrosion or more accumulation of the corrosion product on the corroded
regions or combination of both. In this particular case combination accumulation and
increase in surface area of corrosion is clearly seen. However, initially as the corrosion
process begins, the increase in surface area of corrosion seemed to be dominated but as
time was increased further the accumulation of corrosion product seemed to be more
dominating. AA2024 have formed pits as the corrosion process began and more pits had
observed with further increased in time. From the images (Fig 3.6), the rate of corrosion
increases as the total corrosion time increases. Similarly there is a decrease in corrosion
resistance with increase in total corrosion time.
Figure 3.7 shows the optical microscopy results of SS316 specimen at different
corrosion time, when corroded in 2 Molar NaCl solution at -0.45V. The resolution of
microscope is kept same 5X optical zoom as in case of AA2024 sample. At t = 0 minutes
(Fig 3.7(a)) there is little or no corrosion on the surface of the SS316 sample. However,
few scratches seem to appear on the surface after grinding and polishing. As SS316
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specimen is corroded for first 15 minutes (Fig. 3.7(b)), some pits and some localized
corroded regions are observed on the surface. There is a phase difference in the reflection
of the light which suggests that there are pits formed on the corroded region. Two pits are
observed on the highlighted region A. However, the pits are covered with black region
which indicate that pit does have little accumulation of corrosion product. Pit formation on
the stainless steel started instantly as soon as corrosion process is initiated.
As the corrosion time is further increased by 15 minutes (Fig 3.7(c) for t = 30 min),
there is a very little progress in corrosion. When the previously corroded regions with pits
(Region A) have corroded further, there was increase in deposition of the oxide within
them and there was a new localized region which had oxide deposits on it (Region B). The
regions which are already corroded offers high resistance to growth of the corrosion region
in size. It appears that SS316 offers high corrosive resistance when corroded which
decreases the rate of further corrosion. At time t= 45 min (Fig. 3.7(d)), it appears that there
is an expansion of the existence pit and new pits are formed (Region C). The new pit
formed may be due to removal of the accumulated corrosion product in electrolyte
solution. However, there is change in intensity of the dark regions in the pits which
suggests that there is increase in accumulation of the corrosion products within the pit.
There is very small or no increase in surface area of the corroded regions so there a very
little change in corrosive resistance. So the change in rate of corrosion is also very small.
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a) at t = 0 min

b) at t = 15 min

Region A
Region B

c) at t = 30 min

Region C

d) at t = 45 min

Figure 3.7: Optical microscopy images of SS316 specimen at different corrosion
times.
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e) at t = 60 min

f) at t = 90 min

Region D

g) at t = 120 min

Figure 3.7(cont.): Optical microscopy images of SS316 specimen at different
corrosion times.
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At time t = 60 minutes (Fig 3.7(e)), there was an expansion in size of the existence
pit and new pit is formed (Region D). New pit is formed on the previously corroded region
(Region C) due to removal of the oxides from the surface in the electrolyte solution. The
pits seemed to be expanded but the change in size is very small. These frequent removals
of the corrosion product in the electrolyte solution suggest that the corrosion product
accumulated on the surface is very weak structurally and chemically. Stainless steel has a
tendency to form a film but the film is strong both structurally and chemically. This film
breakdown when subjected to load or due to erosion. The atoms on the surface of the
stainless steel sample continue to offers resistance to further corrosion so, there is a very
small change in the rate of corrosion.
When sample is corroded further to time t = 90 minutes (Fig 3.7(f)), a severe
combination of both film forming (uniform) corrosion and pitting corrosion is observed.
An ideal uniform corrosion is observed with a further increase in the corrosion time. The
accumulation of the corrosion products is seen over entire surface area. The big pits which
visible earlier at t = 60 minutes are covered with the corrosion product which suggests that
there is a huge amount of accumulation of corrosion product on the sample surface. Due to
presence of chromium element it promotes the formation of delta ferrite structure (BCC
crystal structure) in SS316. These delta ferrite structures provide high corrosion resistance
to SS316 but chromium oxidizes and forms a film on the surface. There are some white
spots in the dark regions due to difference in the height in the region. These white spots
indicate either there is a pit or some non-corroded regions. The rate of corrosion is
increased as there is an increase in the dark corrosion region on the sample surface.
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When corrosion time is increased further to t = 120 minutes (Fig 3.7(g)), the
intensity and density of the dark region on the sample surface had increased. There in an
increase in the uniform corrosion, as some of white spots in dark region are corroded and
covered with corrosion products. The intensity of the dark region also increased which
suggests that there in an increase in the accumulation of corrosion product. This effect may
be film formation as the deposited corrosion product did not dissolve in the electrolyte
solution. More uniform corrosion is observed as film formation process take place. The
rate of corrosion seems to be little less than that of t = 90 min. As predicted from the
literature review that, the film formation on the stainless steel increases the corrosive
resistance which restrict the further corrosion. There is a small reduction in the corrosion
rate due to incomplete formation of the film.
The SS316 sample of usually initiate’s corrosion by pitting and film forming
(general) corrosion in the particular environment considered. SS316 have a duplex
microstructure which increases the corrosion resistance of the steel and localized form of
corrosion is expected followed by film forming corrosion. The corrosion product deposited
on the surface during the initial corrosion is usually weak structurally and chemically, so it
can be easily removed from the surface and forms more pits. The corrosion resistance of
SS316 seems to be higher than AA2024 material. After the corrosion takes place, the
corroded region offers higher resistance to further corrosion. Initially the corrosion rate is
little higher followed by a sudden decrease. After certain corrosion time atoms on the
surface of the sample seems to have gain sufficient amount of energy to react with
electrolyte solution and form a uniform film over entire surface. The corrosion rate is
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drastically increased after 60 minutes, while forming the film by depositing the corrosion
product on the surface. After corroding the sample for 120 minutes, a uniform film is
deposited on the entire surface of the sample. This deposited film on the sample surface
will further provide the passivity for further corrosion by increasing the corrosion
resistance of the atom on the surface. Film formed on the surface of the sample is strong
chemically but weak structurally. So a little loading on the surface will result in breakdown
of film and formation of more pits on the surface. The corrosion of SS316 is extremely
dangerous as its initiates with pitting corrosion and film forming, this film can breakdown
and forms more pits. These pits can acts as stress raisers when loading is applied on it and
can drastically reduce the product life. In some cases, pitting corrosion can also result in
sudden failure of the product.
3.4.3

Atomic Force Microscopy result
After the sample is scanned under optical microscope, the sample is then taken to

AFM for micro-scanning of the surface features. The heights of the AFM results are used
to predict the surface topography of the sample due to corrosion. 3-D images are
constructed in the offline nanoscope software (v710) using the height images. The
scanning size of the sample is kept at 50 µm x 50 µm for all corrosion time.
Figure 3.8 shows the atomic force microscopy results for AA2024 in a 2Molar
NaCl solution at -0.63V with respect to different corrosion time. At time t = 0 min there is
very small or almost no corrosion at all. The sample surface have very small feature visible
due to grinding and polishing. At total corrosion time t = 15 minutes (Fig 3.8(b)), some
regions of the surface seemed to be corroded uniformly. It seemed that there is some
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a) at t = 0 min

c) at t = 30 min

b) at t = 15 min

d) at t = 45 min

Figure 3.8: AFM images of Al2024 at different corrosion time
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e) at t = 60 min

f) at t = 90 min

g) at t = 120 min

Figure 3.8 (cont.): AFM images of Al2024 at different corrosion time
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accumulation of the corrosion product on the sample surface. These deposition corrosion
products on the surface raise the height of the region on the surface which is corroded. So
regions which are not corroded are at lower height than that of the corroded regions. There
is a wavy pattern in corrosion, as the corroded and un-corroded region seemed to gather
together and wavy pattern is formed due to height difference between them.
At time t = 30 minutes (Fig. 3.8(c)), the wavy pattern seemed to be growing as time
is increased. This indicates that the regions which are corroded offers less corrosion
resistance to further corrosion compared to the un-corroded regions, so the deposition of
the corrosion product on the corroded region increases. The regions which are not corroded
are at lower height and deep groove are appeared on the surface. These grooves are often
considered as pits as they will act as stress raiser when loading is applied on the surface. A
uniform form of corrosion is observed as the sample is corroded evenly on the surface
leaving some micro-regions but the deposition of the corrosion surface is varied in
nanometers.
When the sample is further corroded for 15 minutes (Fig. 3.8(d) at t=45min), the
deposition of the corrosion product on the surface seemed dominant. The average surface
roughness of the specimen was doubled when compared to the roughness prior to
corrosion. The deposition of the corrosion product might have isolated the atoms on the
surface to form further ions, which have raised their corrosion resistance in this region. The
un-corroded region with less corrosion resistance got corroded by depositing the corrosion
products on the sample surface. There are few pits appeared on the surface due unevenly
deposition of the corrosion surface. At total corrosion time t = 60 minutes, uniform form of
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corrosion is observed due to deposition of the corrosion products on the sample surface. At
this particular time, sample surface at this scanning size (50 µm x 50 µm) looks corroded
but there is a variation in amount of the corrosion product deposition. Due to this variation
there is a height difference between the regions on the surface. It is clearly seen that there
is a uniform corrosion on the surface but the corrosion resistance varies from point to
point.
At total corrosion time t = 90 minutes (Fig 3.8(f)), the accumulation of the
corrosion product and the average surface roughness continue to increase. There are
bumpy kinds of structure formed on the surface due to increased corrosion. The deposition
on the corrosion product on the corroded surface seemed to be increased, but is not
uniform. There is some excess deposition at some places, where the bumps are formed and
within the grooves which result in narrowing the grooves. When the total corrosion is
further increased to t = 120 minutes, the deposition of the corrosion product continues and
sample surface roughness have increased by 23.9%. The rate of deposition of the corrosion
product at this particular time seemed to be random and decreasing, as the sample surface
is corroded unevenly and few peaks and valley kind of structure are clearly visible on the
surface. The sample surface looks roughest at this particular time.
The AFM imaging of AA2024 provided the details of the surface at micron level.
Initially, when the process begins the accumulation of the corrosion product at micron
level on the surface was unevenly even though the uniform corrosion process was seen in
optical imaging. There were some peaks and valleys formed due to this uneven deposition.
There was a further growth in this deposition on corroded regions as time was further
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increased. But after some time of corrosion process, a complete surface was seemed to be
corroded and deposition of the corrosion product was seen in all region of the surface.
Even the pits which were formed during the corrosion process did have some deposition of
the corrosion product within them. Overall a uniform form of corrosion process is
observed but the deposition of the corrosion product was not uniform on entire surface.
The surface roughness of the sample had increased sharply when the AA2024 specimen
was initially corroded. On further corrosion the increase in surface roughness seemed to
demising due to saturation of the number irregularity on the surface. There was an increase
in surface roughness due to accumulation of the oxides on the surface.
Table 3.2: Surface roughness obtained from AFM for AA2024 and SS316 specimen

AA2024

316 steel

Corrosion
time

Rq

Ra

Rmax

Rq

Ra

Rmax

Minutes

nm

nm

nm

nm

nm

nm

0 min

74.4

60.5

501

24.9

19.5

252

15 min

117

89

1582

69.8

37.4

457

30 min

134

102

1743

130

56.2.

534

45 min

139

105

1936

149.2

101

1222

60 min

170

127

2014

162

135

1386

90 min

176

134

1961

319

243

2393

120min

235

166

2476

334

270

3174
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Figure 3.9 shows the atomic force microscopy results for stainless steel SS316
specimen in a 2Molar NaCl solution at -0.45V with respect to different corrosion time.
Table 3.2 shows the surface roughness of the SS316 specimen at different time. At t = 0
minutes (Fig 3.11(a)), the average surface roughness of the sample is 19.5 nm, so the
surface is considered almost smooth with no sudden bump or pits. As the total corrosion
time is increased by 15 minutes (Fig 3.11(b), at t = 15 minutes), the surface seemed to be
corroded and corrosion product seemed to be deposited in a straight lines. The average
roughness of the sample is increased to 37.4 nm and the maximum size of the peak on the
surface is 457 nm. The deposition of the corrosion product is localized to the regions
which have low corrosion resistance and few bumps are visible due to this accumulation.
The atoms on the sample surface showed more resistance to form ions than that of the
AA2024 sample, so the corrosion resistance of SS316 specimen is higher than AA2024
sample.
At total corrosion time t = 30 minutes (Fig 3.9(c)), a uniform form of corrosion is
observed. The most of the regions on the surface is covered with the deposition of the
corrosion product but the amount of deposition is not uniform over entire surface. Due to
variation in the accumulation there is a height difference within the surface which
increased the average roughness of the sample to 56.2 nm. The increase in average
roughness is not that high since most of the surface is corroded and there are few regions
on the sample at high height than the others. Some small pits and grooves are also
observed.
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a) at t = 0 Min

c) at t = 30 Min

b) at t = 15 Min

d) at t = 45 Min

Figure 3.9: AFM images of SS316 at different corrosion time
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e) at t = 60 Min

e) at t = 90 Min

e) at t = 120 Min

Figure 3.9 (cont.): AFM images of SS316 at different corrosion time
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When the total corrosion time is further increased by 15 minutes (Fig 3.9(d), at t =
45 minutes), a big pit is observed and some regions within the pit are corroded. As
discussed in the optical microscope results that the oxides or corrosion products formed on
the surface were weak and were removed from the surface when corroded again. So a big
pit with minor axis little more than 50 µm is observed on the surface. Some regions within
the pit are covered with the deposition of the corrosion products and which is not uniform
throughout the pit. The average surface roughness is increased to 101 nm because of the
variation in height in a pit and due to accumulation of the corrosion product on it. The
average surface roughness is increased but the rate of corrosion seemed to be less as there
is no huge accumulation of the corrosion product on the surface. Pitting corrosion with
some accumulation of the corrosion product is observed till now. At time t = 60 minutes
(Fig 3.9(e)), further uniform form of corrosion is observed but the deposition of the
corrosion product is not uniform. The entire pit structure is covered with the corrosion
product and few bumps are formed on the surface. The rate of corrosion seemed higher at
this particular time as the accumulations of the oxides have increased. The average surface
roughness of the sample has also increased to 135 nm.
When the corrosion is further increased by 30 minutes (Fig 3.9(f), at t = 90
minutes), uniform film form of corrosion is observed. A sudden thick film has formed on
the surface of the sample due to accumulation of the corrosion products. Stainless steel
contains chromium which reacts with the oxygen and form a film on the surface which
provides passivity to the steel. This film of the chromium oxide isolates the atoms of the
surface from the atmosphere and thereby increasing the corrosion resistance of the steel. A
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uniform corrosion is observed but the deposition of the oxides on the surface is not
uniform. The average surface roughness is increased to 243 nm which almost 100 nm more
than that of 60 minutes of corrosion time, which indicates that the rate of corrosion is
increased drastically. At total time t = 120 minutes, uniform form of corrosion is observed
further and film on the surface grows thick. The deposition of the oxides was uneven
because the corrosion took place where the corrosion resistance was low. There in an
increase in average surface roughness but the amount of increase is around 30 nm which
suggest that there is a decrease in the corrosion rate from this point onwards.
Initially, when the stainless steel 316 sample is corroded few regions were corroded
by depositing the corrosion product on it. When the corrosion process initiated, the rate of
corrosion is low for 45 minutes as there was no sudden increase in the average surface
roughness. The pitting form of corrosion was observed due depletion of the corrosion
product from the surface. On further corrosion, the accumulation of the corrosion product
was observed on the pits and there are chances that pits might grow with further corrosion
if the corrosion products formed are weak. The chromium oxide film is suspected to be
formed on the sample surface uniformly which increased the average surface roughness by
100 nm. After forming a film on the surface of the sample, there was a little decrease in
further corrosion. So it can be stated that the rate of corrosion increased when the film was
developing on the sample surface and there was little decrease in rate of corrosion after
that. Overall stainless steel 316 is suspected to have a combination of both pitting and film
forming form of corrosion in this type of the corrosion environment. The breakdown of
this oxide film can further result in generation of more pits on the sample surface.
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Table 3.3: Summary of the experimental and microscopy results for AA2024
specimen
AA2024
Time
t = 15
minute
s

t = 30
minute
s

t = 45
minute
s

Experimenta
l
Rate of
corrosion
increases
sharply
Passivity
observed,
rate of
corrosion
decreases
by 14.2%
Rate of
corrosion
increases
gradually by
16.52%

t = 60
minute
s

Further raise
in corrosion
rate by
26.62%

t = 90
minute
s

Sharp rise in
corrosion
rate by
96.44%

t = 120
minute
s

Rate of
corrosion
decreases
by 22.08%
due to
saturation in
corrosion

Optical Microscopy

AFM

Few localized regions
are corroded and
one long pit was
observed

The surface roughness increases
sharply by 47.1% and wavy
profile is observed with few long
groove kind pits.

Growth of previously
corroded regions but
due to passivity the
growth is limited

Growth of wavy pattern and pit
enlargement is observed. The
surface roughness have
increased by 14.6%

Further growth of
corroded regions are
observed and new pit
kind of groove are
observed
Huge accumulation
of corrosion deposits
were observed along
with little growth in
corroded region and
the pits enlarges due
to corrosion
The corroded region
got united due to
further growth in
corrosion and uniform
of corrosion was
observed
There is a little growth
in corrosion region but
the corrosion deposits
on the corroded
region increases

Depositions of oxides on the
surface increases and some pits
are covered with corrosion
product. Three pits are observed
at this particular time and there
is negligible increase in surface
roughness
Few pits are covered with
oxides and the rest of pits are
expanded in size. Wavy kind of
profile is observed and the
surface roughness is increased
by 21% due to accumulation of
oxides
Few bumps are observed on the
surface and pits are narrowed
due to oxide depositions.
However, the increase in
surface roughness was
negligible.
Random deposition of oxide is
observed over entire area due
to few pits and bumps are
observed and the surface
roughness has increased by
23.9%.
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Table 3.4: Summary of the experimental and microscopy results for SS316
specimen
Time

Experimental

t = 15
minutes

Rate of corrosion
increases sharply

t = 30
minutes

t = 45
minutes

High passivity
observed, rate
of corrosion
decreases by
84.2%
Passivity
continues but
there was a
negligible
increase in rate
of corrosion

SS316
Optical Microscopy
Two big pits and
few localized
corroded regions
are observed
Few oxide
deposition are
observed in pits and
some localized
regions
Growth of pits are
observed and new
pit is formed due to
erosion of the
oxides in a
electrolyte solution
Few pits are
growing and again
a new pit was
observed from
erosion corrosion.
Corrosion oxide
deposits are
observed within
these pits
A film forming
corrosion is
observed. All pits
are covered with
the oxides layer

t = 60
minutes

There was a
sharp rise in
corrosion rate of
175% after
passivity.

t = 90
minutes

The corrosion
rate continues to
increase sharply
by 257%.

t = 120
minutes

The corrosion rate
continue to
The film on the
increase but the surface seemed to
amount of
get thick due to
increase seemed
corrosion
demising

AFM
Depositions of oxides are
observed in some localized
regions. The surface roughness is
increased due to corrosion
Few bumps and pits are
observed. The surface
roughness has increased by
50.3%.
A big pit is observed due to
removal of oxides due to erosion
corrosion. The surface roughness
is increased by 79.7%.

Depositions of oxides are
observed within that pit and
temporary wavy profile is
achieved. The surface
roughness is increased by 33.7%.

Huge depositions of oxides are
observed due to film forming
and the surface roughness is
drastically increased by 80%.
The corrosion oxides seemed to
be thickening due to further
corrosion. However, the amount
in increase in surface roughness
seemed to be demising.

Chapter 4 STRESS ANALYSIS OF CORROSION
The AFM images of corrosion pit profile are used to obtain the image-based finite
element model. A methodology is developed to predict the stresses on the corroded
surface. Different types of loading are applied on the models of different corrosion times to
study the effect of induced stress with respect to time. These are described in this chapter.
4.1

Developing a model from an image
A model is required to perform the stress analysis of the sample at any given corrosion

time. Since most of the corrosion results are images of the corroded surface, so a technique
is required to convert these images to solid models. A NURB modeling software,
Rhinoceros is used to make this solid model as it can create the surface on the basis of the
height field. The optical microscope images are good in predicting the forms of corrosion
on the sample surface but there is no scale available on it. Atomic Force Microscope height
field images were used for stress analysis, as the detail provide by them are in micrometers
and with little or less noise. However, the height field images do contain the scale
information of the height and scanning size which should removed from the image. So the
image should be cropped and only the height field of the sample surface is kept and rests of
the regions should be deleted.
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Fig 4.1: Developing a model form a height image of total corrosion time t = 90
minutes for Al2024

Figure 4.1 shows the process, how the model is developed from the AFM height
field image for total corrosion time t = 90 minutes. Firstly, the height field image is
cropped such that just the sample surface is visible and rest of the information like sample
and height size is deleted. Then the surface is created on the bases of their height field in
Rhinoceros software by importing the cropped bitmap image. The size of the surface is
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kept same as that of seen on the AFM height image. For this particular image, the scanning
size is 50 µm x 50 µm and the maximum height is kept at 4.6 µm. which is obtained from
AFM. The number of sample point while creating a surface from the image is kept same as
that of the scanning resolution which is 256 X 256. The resolution, height and size are kept
same as that of AFM images to reduce the errors in forming the surface. This surface
formed is extracted to 20 um to form a solid and this solid is trimmed such that its final
dimension is 50 µm X 50 µm X 10 µm as shown in Fig 4.2.
Same technique is applied to prepare model form the images of different corrosion
time for AA2024 and stainless steel 316. The solid model is exported to ANSYS software
in IGES format for Finite Element stress Analysis.

Figure 4.2: Geometry of the model used Stress analysis
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4.2 Finite Element Analysis for AA2024 and SS316 Specimens
The Models developed in Rhinoceros software of AA2024 and SS316 at different
corrosion time are analyzed for maximum stress using ANSYS software. There is no local
experimental technique to find out how the stress varies on the surface after the specimen
is corroded. The purpose of this thesis is to find how the generated stress change as the
surface is corroded and to find maximum stress out of it. As it is known that maximum
stress varies when the load or type of loading is changed. The effect of the loading on the
maximum stress is also studied by changing the type of loading. In this particular thesis,
study of the three different types of loadings; bending, tension and shear are studied. Table
4.1 shows different types of loading, geometry and amount of pressure applied to the
models.
The Model is imported in the ANSYS software to perform the finite element stress
analysis on it. A dimension check is performed to make sure that the model is in right
dimension as it was in AFM image and if not than the model is scaled accordingly. The
tetrahedral element was used to perform stress analysis on the model. Initially, hexahedral
element was used as its accuracy is higher than that of tetrahedral element but meshing
failed as the model surface became rough, so a tetrahedral element was used for all models
of AA2024 and SS316 specimen for different corrosion time. Structural properties like
Modulus of Elasticity and Poisons Ratio are specified for the all the models of AA2024
and SS316 specimen (E = 72 GPa and γ = 0.3 for AA2024 and E = 204 GPa and γ = 0.3 for
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SS316 specimen). Linear isotropic structural analysis is performed by applying the
boundary conditions on the model.
Table 4.1: Geometry of model and types of loadings for AA2024 and SS316 specimens

Table 4.2 shows the boundary condition for different types of loading. Under
bending loading, the fixed displacement is applied to the top four corner of the surface and
a uniform pressure of 1 MPa is applied to bottom surface of the model. For tension
loading, four corner of face on the model in –X direction are applied fixed displacement
and a uniform pressure of 1 MPa is applied to the face in +X direction. For the shear
loading, four corners of the face on the model in –X direction are applied fixed
displacement and a uniform pressure of 1 MPa is applied to the face in –Y direction. The
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finite element stress analysis is performed on the model after applying the appropriate
boundary conditions for a particular type of loading.
Table 4.2: Boundary conditions for different types of loading
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The mesh convergence test was performed on model of different materials at
different corrosion time to optimize the maximum induced stress. For example, a
convergence test was performed on the model of AA2024 at time t = 45 minutes under
bending is shown in Fig. 4.3. As the numbers of mesh elements are increased the
maximum stress induced also increases and soon reaches a plateau. When this maximum
induced stress reaches plateau indicates the number of mesh elements have being
optimized and any further increase in number of elements have negligible effect of the
maximum induced stress. In most of the models, the solution had optimized when the
numbers of elements are in range of 350000-45000.
Convergence Test for AA2024 at time t = 60 Minutes under
Bending
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Figure 4.3: Mesh Convergence test

4.2.1 Corrosion Specimens under Bending Loading
The model of the AA2024 and SS316 specimens for different corrosion time are
analyzed under bending for the induced stress distributions.
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AA2024 Specimen under Bending Loading
Figure 4.4 shows the von-Mises stress distributions on the model surface obtain
from the finite element analysis of the corroded AA2024 sample at different times under
bending. Initially when the sample is not corroded at t = 0 minutes (Fig 4.3(a)), the induced
stress distribution under loading seems uniform over entire surface. The regions near the
corners which were assigned fixed displacement are neglected from the study as those
regions shows more induced stress due fixed displacement. The induced stress level is
varied from region to region in surface model, the maximum stress level is observed at the
side. However, the middle region of the model surface is at little higher stress level than
that of regions on their side. The maximum induced von-Mises stress is at 16.9 MPa.
Figure 4.4(b) shows the induced von-Mises stress distribution from the finite
element analysis for the sample corroded for t = 15 minutes. The maximum von-Mises
stress is at 22.5 MPa and it is induced at the pit located on the side of the model surface.
The surface which are at higher height like bumps formed due to accumulation of the
oxides have induced low stress region on them. While the long pit like structure have
induced high stress on them. The induced stress changes as the height is varied on those
bumps and pits. At corrosion time = 30 minutes (Fig. 4.4(c)), there is an increase in the
induced maximum stress as the roughness of the sample is increased. The bumps and
valley have grown in size and shape due to accumulation of the oxides on the sample
surface. The stress distribution is not uniform due to this surface roughness and maximum
stress of 30.43 MPa is observed at high pit depth.
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a) at time t = 0minutes

b) at time t = 15minutes

c) at time t = 30 minutes

d) at time t = 60 minutes

e) at time t = 90 minutes
Figure 4.4: Von-Mises stress distribution on the model surface at different corrosion time
for AL2024 under bending
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For corrosion time t = 60 minutes and t = 90 minutes (Fig 4.4(d) and Fig 4.4(e)),
similar stress distribution is observed as that of t = 30 minutes. But the surface roughness
has increased during these times and so is their maximum induced stress. However, the
increases in induced maximum stress have decreased as the time is increased.
Figure 4.5 shows the correlation of maximum von-Mises stress as a function of
corrosion time. It can be seen that as the corrosion time increases the pit stresses increases
and reach a plateau. Initially, the stress increase faster due to sharp pits and then become
flat due to sharp pits become blunt. There is a stress increase of 80% within first 30
minutes and the increase is about 6% when the sample is corroded from 30 to 60 minutes.
After 60 minutes of total corrosion time, there is negligible increased of 2 % in maximum
stress when corroded further. This suggests that further growth of oxide layers don’t affect
increase the maximum stress. However, the strength of the oxide layers are less than that of
the sample and it might result in failure under these loading. The failure of oxide layer is
not considered in this particular analysis. The failure of these oxide layers may result in
formation of more pits or enlargement of the pit which further increases the maximum
stress on the sample surface. The pit stress level of 30 MPa obtained from this study are
reasonable to initiate the crack, since the facture toughness of AA2024 alloys are in range
of 26-37 Mpa.m0.5.
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Figure 4.5: Maximum von-Mises stress predicted from finite element analysis for
corroded Al2024 sample at various corrosion time under bending

SS316 Specimen under Bending Loading
Figure 4.6 shows the von-Mises stress distributions on the models surface obtain
from the finite element analysis of the corroded SS316 sample at different times under
bending loading. The stresses induced on the corners are ignored from the studies since
those corners were applied fixed displacement. At time t = 0 min (Fig 4.6(a)), the sample
surface does have some imperfections on it but a uniform stress distribution is induced on
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the surface. Higher stress levels are observed on the side of the model and lower stress
level are observed in the middle portion of the model. The stresses on the imperfections are
higher than their neighboring regions. When the SS316 was corroded for first 15 minutes
(Fig. 4.6(b)), the surface seemed to have few pits and deposition of oxides on few regions.
The stress distribution seemed to be uniform in the regions where there is no pits and
deposition of the oxides. The regions with deposition are at low stress level than that of the
non-corroded regions and pits are at high stress levels. The maximum stress is observed on
the pit which located towards the side of the model.
As the corrosion time is further increased, there was a little increase in formation of
pits and depositions of the oxides on the surface. Non-uniform stress distribution is
observed on the surface due to surface roughness. It is clearly seen that the induced stress
is dependent upon the height and location of the irregularity on the surface. The maximum
stresses are observed on the pits on the end of the surface. The film forming process is
observed at t = 90 minutes (Fig 4.6(e)), there is a massive deposition of the oxides on the
surface but the deposition is not uniform. Due to this lot of bumps and pit regions are
formed on the surface. So a non-uniform stress distribution is induced on the surface and
very low is induced on the surface where there is high deposition of the oxide. Maximum
stress is observed on the maximum pit height.
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a) at t = 0 min

c) at t = 30 min

e) at t = 90 min

b) at t = 15 min

d) at t = 60 min

f) at t = 120 min

Figure 4.6: Von-Mises stress distribution on the model surface at different corrosion
time for SS316 under bending
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A uniform stress distribution is observed when the sample is not corroded. A nonuniform stress distribution is observed as the stainless steel corrodes further. Pitting and
film forming forms of corrosion is observed and this has changed the induced stress
distribution on the surface. The maximum stresses are observed on the pits on the surface
and low stresses are observed on the regions with high deposition of oxides. So it can be
suggested that height of the imperfection also plays a vital factor in inducing stresses when
load is applied. However, the location of pit is also an important factor in determining the
maximum stress induced on the surface.

Figure 4.7: Maximum von-Mises stress predicted from finite element analysis for
corroded SS316 sample at various corrosion time under bending
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Figure 4.7 shows the maximum von-Mises stress predicted for SS316 at different
corrosion time under bending loading. Initially, when the sample is not corroded the
maximum stress is at 17.81 MPa when 1MPa bending pressure is applied. When the
sample is corroded for first 30 minutes there was an increase of 12.72% in maximum
stress. This increase in maximum stress was due to formation of the pits on the surface
formed during corrosion. At time t = 60 minutes there was a increase of 23.78% increase in
maximum stress. The depositions of oxides have increased during this period which
increased the relative height of the pit with their neighboring regions. When the corrosion
time is further increased to 90 minutes there was an increase of 16.10% in maximum
stress. When the film forming process is continued further there was increase of 9.75% in
maximum stress. The increase in maximum stress seemed to be demising as time increases
and soon the maximum stress will reach to maximum limit and there will be little or no
increase in maximum stress. It is clearly seen that the maximum stress increases as pitting
and film forming corrosion increases.
4.2.2 Corrosion Specimens under Tension Loading
The model of the AA2024 and SS316 specimens for different corrosion time are
analyzed under bending for the induced stress distributions.
AA2024 Specimen under Tension Loading
Figure 4.8 shows the von-Mises stress distribution on the model surface obtains
from the finite element analysis of the corroded AA2024 sample at different times under
tension loading. As seen from Fig 4.8(a), when the sample is not corroded the induced
stress distribution on the surface seems to be uniform. The maximum stress induced is 1.04
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MPa and in the regions near the face where the unit pressure load was applied. The region
near the fixed displacement corners are ignored from the study as they will induced more
stress due restrictions of the displacement. Low stress region are formed where near the
fixed corners. At corrosion time t = 15 minutes (Fig 4.8(b)), due to deposition of the oxide
on the surface an uneven induced stress distribution is observed. The depositions of oxides
have created few bumps, groove and few pits on the surface which have increased the
surface roughness of the model. The bumpy regions shows less stress induced under
tension loading and regions with groove and pits which are lower in height seemed to have
induced high stress region within them. The maximum stress of 1.4924 MPa is observed at
the maximum pit size.
As the corrosion time is further increased (Fig 4.8(c-e)), there is an increase in
deposition of the oxide which have change the size and shape of the bump, groove and pits
on the surface. There is a change in stress regions due to this change in size and shape of
these irregularities on the surface. So it can be predicted that the stress distribution on the
model surface is dependents upon the height and shape of the irregularities on it.
Similar stress distributions are observed for all corrosion time when the sample is
further corroded. Low stress regions are observed on the regions which are at higher height
compared to their neighboring regions and high stress regions are observed on the regions
which are at lower heights. The groove on the surface which is less corroded or uncorroded is also considered similar to pit as these region induces high stress region within
them. However, maximum stresses are induced on the pits which are at maximum pit
depth.
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a) At t = 0 min

c) At t = 30 min

e) At t = 60 min

b) At t = 15 min

d) At t = 45 min

c) At t = 120 min

Figure 4.8: Von-Mises stress distribution on the model surface at different corrosion
time for Al2024 under tension loading.
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Figure 4.9: Maximum von-Mises stress predicted from finite element analysis for
corroded Al2024 sample at various corrosion time under tensile loading.

Figure 4.9 show the maximum von-Mises stress predicted for AA2024 at different
corrosion time under tensile loading. Initially, when the sample is not corroded the
maximum stress induced is closed to 1 MPa same as the stress applied. When the sample is
corroded further for 15 minutes there was an increase of 43.5% in maximum stress. This
increase was due to increase in surface roughness because the pits and bumps have formed
on the surface. During the time interval 15-30 minutes there was further increase in
maximum stress by 65.6%. The increase in maximum stress on further corrosion seems to
be demising due to saturation on formation of the irregularities on the surface. However,
for t = 60 minutes there was a little increase in maximum stress due to increase in
deposition of the oxides on it which have increase the relative depth of the pit. The tensile
loading can lead to breakdown of the oxide layers on the sample and can even expedite the
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process of the pit growth. During the simulation the strength of oxide layers is considered
same as that of the AA2024. Overall, the maximum stress increases as the corrosion time is
increased and it will reach plateau.
SS316 Specimen under Tension Loading
Figure 4.10 shows the von-Mises stress distributions on the model surface obtain
from the finite element analysis of the corroded SS316 specimen at different times under
tension loading. Initially when the sample is not corroded the sample do have some
irregularities on the surface. Uniform stress distribution is observed on the surface but high
stress level is observed on the irregularities on the surface. The induced stress on the
surface is 1.3 times higher than that of the input stress due to small irregularities on the
surface.
When the SS316 is corroded for first 15 minutes (Fig. 4.10(b)), the high stresses
regions are observed within the pits on the surface. The stress distribution of the surface
other than the pit regions is uniform. A maximum stress is induced on the pit which has
maximum pit depth. At time t = 30 minutes (Fig. 4.10(c)), more small pits are observed on
the surface. The stress distribution of the surface is non-uniform due to presence of lots of
pits on the surface. The pits which have relative low height compare to the regions next to
them, have induced high stress within them. There are few regions which have depositions
of the oxides layer on the surface due to which low stress regions are induced on those
regions. Maximum stress is observed on the pit which has maximum pit depth.
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a) at t = 0 min

c) at t = 30 min

b) at t = 15 min

d) at t = 60 min

d) at t = 90 min
Fig 4.10: Von-Mises stress distribution on the model surface at different corrosion
time for SS316 under tensile loading
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When the time is further increased by 30 minutes (at t = 60 min, Fig 4.10(d)), the
accumulation of the oxide layers have increased and a wavy profile is seen on the surface.
The wavy profile is seen due to uneven depositions of the oxide throughout the surface. So
the induced stress distribution is also uneven depending upon the irregularity, if the
irregularity height is lower than high stress is induced and if the irregularity is higher
height than low stress is induced. As seen from the optical result, at time t = 90 minutes the
film forming process has begin and the rate deposition of the oxides is increased. Due to
these high accumulated oxides the surface roughness is increased and lots of irregularities
are observed on the surface. The induced stress distribution is not uniform and is
dependent upon the irregularities on the surface. The maximum stress is observed within
the pit near to the surface where the load was applied.
The maximum stresses are observed on the pit and low stress is observed on the
oxide deposition regions for each corrosion time. The location of the pit and pit depth is
very important factor in predicting the occurrence of the maximum stress on the surface. If
the difference of pits at different location is low than the location of the pit is dominating
and if this difference is high than pit depth is dominating to determine which pit will
induce maximum stress on the surface.
Figure 4.11 shows the maximum von-Mises stress predicted for SS316 at different
corrosion time under tensile loading. Initially, when the sample is not corroded the
maximum stress is at 1.32MPa when 1MPa tension pressure is applied. When the sample is
corroded for first 30 minutes there was an increase of 19.64% in maximum stress. This
significant increase in maximum stress was due to formation of the pits on the surface
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formed during corrosion. But when the sample was corroded further by 30 minutes there
was a little or no increase in maximum stress because most of pits have deposited by
oxides. During time interval of 60-90 minutes of corrosion time there was an increase of
37.9% in maximum stress because of uneven deposition of oxide during film forming
process. The maximum stress increases when the corrosion time increases but amount of
increase is dependent on the size and shape of the irregularities on the surface. Overall
there is increase in maximum stress during film forming and pitting forms corrosion
because they change shape and size of irregularity.

Fig 4.11: Maximum von-Mises stress predicted from finite element analysis for
corroded SS316 sample at various corrosion times under tensile loading

4.2.3 Corrosion Specimens under Shear
The model of the AA2024 and SS316 specimens for different corrosion time are
analyzed under shear for the induced stress distributions.
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AA2024 Specimen under Shear Loading

a) At t = 0 min

c) At t = 30 min

e) At t = 60 min

b) At t = 15 min

d) At t = 45 min

f) At t = 90 min

Fig 4.12: Von-Mises stress distribution on the model surface at different corrosion time
for AA2024 under shear loading.
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Figure 4.12 shows the von-Mises stress distribution on the model surface obtains from the
finite element analysis of the corroded AA2024 specimen at different times under shear
loading. As seen from Fig 4.12(a), when the sample is not corroded the induced stress
distribution on the surface seems to be uniform. The maximum stress regions are observed
on the face where the force is applied and low stress regions are observed near the fixed
face. Due to little or no irregularities on the surface the stress distribution seemed to be
uniform. When the sample is corroded for first 15 minutes, some irregularities like bump
and pits have formed on the surface. Due to this the randomness of this irregularities the
stress regions on the surface are varied on the bases of this irregularities. The maximum
stress is observed on the pit which have maximum pit but location of the pit is also a vital
factor.
As the sample is corroded further (Fig 4.12(c-e)), there was an increase in surface
roughness increase. Due to this there was a change in shape and size of irregularities on the
sample surface which have changed the induced stress distribution on the surface. The
maximum stress regions are observed at pits which have high pit depth. The bumps formed
due to accumulation of the oxides have low stress regions and region next to that bump are
at high stress region. However, the maximum stress on the surface is dependent location of
the pit and maximum pit depth. The pits located near the face where the shear force is
applied are at higher stress level than that of the pits of same height located on the other
regions. If the pit depth is higher than the other pits than there are chances that maximum
stress can occurs on that pit. More study is required to see the effect of location and depth
of pits on the maximum induced stress.
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Figure 4.13: Maximum von-Mises stress predicted from finite element analysis for
corroded Al2024 sample at various corrosion time under tensile loading.

Figure 4.13 shows the maximum von-Mises stress predicted for AA2024 at
different corrosion time under shear loading. Initially, when the sample is not corroded the
maximum stress induced is closed to 6.7 MPa when the applied shear pressure is 1 MPa.
When the sample is corroded for 15 minutes there was an increase of 48.3% in maximum
stress. This increase in maximum stress seemed to be demising as the corrosion time was
increased further. But there was a sudden increase of 30.5% in maximum stress when the
corrosion time was increased from 45-60 minutes due to a sudden increase in deposition of
the oxides on the surface. This deposition has increased the pit depth relatively to the
regions next to them. So it can be suggested the maximum stress increases as the corrosion
time is increased and soon it will reach plateau.
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SS316 Specimen under shear loading

a) at t = 0 min

c) at t = 45 min

b) at t = 30 min

d) at t = 90 min

e) at t = 120 min
Fig 4.14: Von-Mises stress distribution on the model surface at different corrosion
time for SS316 under shear loading.
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Figure 4.14 shows the von-Mises stress distribution on the model surface obtains
from the finite element analysis of the corroded SS316 specimen at different corrosion
times under tension loading. When the sample is not corroded uniform stress distribution is
induced on the surface. Regions with irregularity like small pits have induced more stress
than other regions on the surface. Maximum stress is induced on the pit which has
maximum pit depth on the surface. When the sample is corroded for first 30 minutes, there
were few pits and deposited regions are observed on the surface of the sample. A nonuniform stress distribution is observed on the surface due to irregularity on the surface.
High stress levels are observed on the pits and low stress regions are observed on the
regions where there was a deposition of the oxides. The maximum stress is observed on the
pit which was near to the face where the load was applied.
When the sample was corroded for 45 minutes, a wavy profile is observed on the
sample surface. A non-uniform stress distribution is observed on the surface and the
regions with pit shows high stress level are observed. However, maximum stress is
observed on the pits near the face where the load was applied. Location of the pit is
important to predict the maximum stress under shear loading when the comparative pits
depth is low. During time t = 90 minutes, during film forming process a non-uniform stress
distribution is observed depending upon the irregularities on the surface. There are many
pits on the surface but the maximum stress is observed on the pit near the face where the
load is applied. However, the depth of the pit is little less than that of the other pit but it
has a sharp pit shape due to which that region might have induced maximum stress during
shear loading. When the corrosion time is further increased by 30 minutes, there was
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deposition of the oxides in few regions. The stress distribution was varied from region to
region depending upon irregularities formed on the surface. The regions near pits also
induced more stress than that of other regions of same height.
Overall the maximum stresses are observed on the pit and low stresses are observed
on the deposition regions for each corrosion time. The location of pit and pit depth are very
important factors in determining the occurrence of the maximum stress on the surface.

Fig 4.15: Maximum von-Mises stress predicted from finite element analysis for
corroded SS316 sample at various corrosion times under shear loading.

Figure 4.15 shows the maximum von-Mises stress predicted for SS316 at different
corrosion time under shear loading. When the sample is not corroded the maximum stress
is at 11.332 MPa when a unit shear pressure is applied. When the stainless steel is corroded
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for first 30 minutes there is an increase of 77.26 % in maximum stress. This increase is due
to formation new pits or enlargement of the pit before corrosion. When corroded further
for 60 minutes, there was an increase of 32.05% in maximum stress. This might be due to
huge deposition of oxide which has increased the roughness of the surface by forming
bumps and pits. There is a further decrease in the increase in maximum stress when the
corrosion time is further increase. If this trend continues then maximum stress soon reach a
value and then there will be no further increase in stress. Overall, the maximum stress
increases as the corrosion time increase but the amount of increase in maximum stress
decreases as the corrosion time is increased.
4.3 Comparison of maximum stresses in AA2024 and SS316 Specimen
Fig 4.16 shows comparison of predicted von-Mises maximum stresses for
AA2024 and SS316 for different type of loadings. It is clearly seen that type of loading is
very important in inducing stresses on the surface. A bending and shear load induces more
than that of the tensile loads and the stresses induced are in almost in the range of the
fracture toughness of the material. However, a tensile load induces the stress three times
that of the input stress.
As it is seen from the finite element analysis that stress increases as the corrosion
time was increased .When a bending load was applied on the models of AA2024 and
SS316 specimens at different corrosion time, the maximum stress induced in AA2024 was
higher than that of SS316 at any given time. The maximum induced stresses under bending
loading seemed to close to the facture toughness of the materials.
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Figure 4.16: Maximum predicted stresses for AA2024 and SS316 specimens at
different corrosion time for different types of loading
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Due to bending the pits will grow in size and depth and can easily form the crack
due to high induced stress around them. When the specimens were not corroded the
maximum stress induced in both specimens was almost the same. At time t = 15 minutes,
the maximum stress induced in AA2024 was 16.9% higher than that of SS316. When the
corrosion time was further increased by 15 minutes, the maximum stress induced in
AA2024 and SS316 specimen was also increased. At this particular time, the maximum
induced stress in AA2024 was 54.4% higher than that of the SS316 specimen. As the time
is further increased the difference between the maximum induced stresses in both
specimens seemed to be decreasing by small amount. It was clearly seen from the
microscopy results that the corrosion damage of AA2024 specimen was much higher than
that of the SS316 specimen at any given time. So the stress induced in the AA2024 was
higher than that of the SS316 at given time.
When a tensile load is applied on models of AA2024 and SS316 specimens at
different corrosion time, the maximum stress is predicted is close to the input stress.
Initially, when the specimens are not corroded the maximum induced stress in SS316 is
higher than that of the AA2024. The maximum stress in AA2024 was same as the input
stress but the maximum stress in SS316 was higher due to some irregularity on the surface.
At time t = 15 minutes, the maximum stress induced on both specimens was almost the
same. There was formation of some irregularity in both specimen but AA2024 had formed
more irregularity than that of the SS316. It was clearly seen from the finite element results
that as time increases the induced stress increases in both specimens and soon reaches
plateau. At t = 30 minutes, the stress induced in AA2024 is 56.2% higher than that of the
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SS316. The localized corrosion for the AA2024 seemed to be increasing as the time was
increased but the SS316 had offered high resistance to corrosion due to which AA2024 had
more irregularities on the surface compared to SS316 specimen. At time t = 60 minutes,
the stress induced in AA2024 is 88.5% higher than that of the SS316. When the specimens
was further corroded by 30 minutes (t = 90 minutes), SS316 seemed to have a formed a
film on the surface which had increased the surface roughness of the specimens. Due to
this the SS316 have lot of irregularity on the surface which induces more stress on this
specimen. The maximum stress induced at 90 minutes in AA2024 is 34.2% higher than
that of the SS316. The difference between the induced stresses in both materials seemed to
be demising as the maximum stress reaches plateau.
When a shear loading is applied on the models of AA2024 and SS316 specimens at
different corrosion time, the maximum stress induced is close to the facture toughness of
the materials. The maximum induced stress in both specimens increases as the corrosion
time increases and soon reaches plateau. The stresses induced in SS316 specimen are
higher than that of AA2024 at any given time. Initially, when the specimens were not
corroded the stress induced in SS316 is 69.2% higher than that of AA2024 specimen. This
was due to some imperfection on SS316 specimen due grinding. This stress difference
between these specimens was observed further as the corrosion time was increased to 30
minutes. At time t = 45 minutes, the stress induced in SS316 sample is 70.6% higher than
the AA2024. The maximum stress induced in the SS316 seems to reach plateau and the
stress induced in the AA2024 specimen is still increasing. The difference in maximum
stress between these specimens seems to be demising as the corrosion time was further
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increased. The maximum stress induced on the pit but occurrence of the maximum stress
on the pit seems to be dominated by the location of the pit on surface compared to
maximum pit depth.

CHAPTER 5 CONCLUSION
Conclusions
The Aluminum alloys AA2024 and Stainless steel alloy SS316 both offers high
resistance to corrosion. Both materials have a complex microstructure due to which they
are subjected to localized form of corrosion like; pitting and film forming. AA2024 have
S-phase intermetallics microstructure due to which it is subjected to localized corrosion.
The copper (Cu) element improve the mechanical strength of the alloy but it precipitate as
bigger intermetallics (IM) which are weak electrochemically, so localized form of
corrosion occurs in AA2024.The stainless steel alloy SS316 have a duplex microstructure
due to elements like Chromium, Carbon, Molybdenum, Nickel and Manganese. SS316 is
subjected to form a passive film on the surface which offers high resistance to further
corrosion. The corrosion resistance of SS316 is higher than that of the AA2024 due its
microstructure which they offer high passivity to corrosion.
The Aluminum alloys AA2024 and Stainless steel alloy SS316 are corroded in the
forced corrosion environment of 2 Molar NaCl. The corrosion rate for AA2024 is much
higher than that of SS316 at any given time. The corrosion rate for AA2024 increases as
the time as the time increases. During initial corrosion period (0-45 minutes) of the
AA2024 continues to provide high resistance to corrosion due to which the corrosion rate
remains the same. But as the time is increased the corrosion resistance for AA2024
104
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decreases and the rate of corrosion increases sharply and soon reaches plateau (45-90
minutes). After this period of time the corrosion rate seems to be demising due to high
corrosion resistance offered by the corroded regions. The corrosion rate for SS316
increases sharply when initially corroded (0-15 minutes) but after that SS316 seemed to
offer high corrosion resistance when further corroded (15-60 minutes) due which the
corrosion rate decreases by 84.2%. The corrosion resistance decreases as the film forming
process (60-120 minutes) due to which the rate of corrosion increases sharply and soon
will reach plateau. The corrosion resistance of SS316 specimen is higher than AA2024 for
this particular corrosive environment since, the average corrosion rate for AA2024 is six
times higher than that of the SS316. The SS316 offers high passivity compared to AA2024
after initial corrosion due to its duplex microstructure.
The optical microscopy of the corroded specimens suggests that both AA2024 and
SS316 are subjected to localized form of corrosion. Initially, when AA2024 is corroded
under this particular environment some localized regions are randomly corroded. These
localized regions seemed to be expanded in size and shape when further corroded. The
corroded regions offer less resistance due to change in polarity of intermetallics which
provoke the corrosion of the adjacent regions. Soon a uniform form of corrosion was
observed due to further growth of these corroded regions and soon these regions get united.
Some pitting corrosion was also observed during corrosion. So overall AA2024 is
subjected to pitting and oxide accumulation type of corrosion on localized regions during
initial corrosion and since these regions expands in size and shape a uniform form of
corrosion is expected in this type of corrosive environment. When the SS316 is initially
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corroded, few localized regions are corroded randomly and two big pits are observed. The
pits formed during initial period of corrosion are seemed to be expanded and new pits are
formed due to removal of oxide layers when further corroded. SS316 had formed a film on
the surface of the specimen after 60 minutes of total corrosion. These film formed may
majorly consist of chromium oxide since chromium element in SS316 is supposed to
formed a corrosive resistant film when corroded. So overall SS316 is subjected to localized
pitting corrosion and few regions with oxide depositions and these pits are expected to
expand in size. Film forming is also expected when further corroded and more pitting is
expected if the film breakdown.
The Atomic Force Microscopy of the corroded specimens suggests that surface
roughness of AA2024 and SS316 increases as the corrosion is increased. A uniform
corrosion is observed on the AA2024 specimen when scanned at micro-level. Initially,
when the AA2024 is corroded a wavy pattern is observed and there was a further growth in
wavy pattern due to random deposition of the corrosion oxides. The wavy profile is
observed at different corrosion time but the profile of the surface becomes random when
corrosion regions are saturated. The average surface roughness for AA2024 had increased
sharply during initial corrosion and as corrosion progresses the amount of increases in
surface roughness demises due to passivity. There was a sharp increase in surface
roughness when the specimens recover from passivity. Pits, grooves and bumps are
appeared on the surface due to corrosion and these irregularities are expanding with
increased corrosion. A localized corrosion is observed in SS316 even at micro-scale, when
initially corroded. On further corrosion, a uniform corrosion was observed along with few
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pits and bumps on the surface of SS316 specimen. The average surface roughness of the
SS316 increases as the corrosion increases but the amount of increase is low during initial
period of corrosion due to passivity. Erosion type of corrosion was observed at time t = 45
minutes, when the corrosion oxides are removed from the surface and a new pit was
formed due to it. A huge deposition of oxides was observed during the film forming
process and the surface roughness have drastically increased by 80%. On further corrosion
this accumulation in SS316 seemed to be increasing along with little increase in surface
roughness.
An analysis procedure was developed using CAD and ANSYS, finite element
software to predict the stresses due to corrosion damage. It was clearly seen from the
results of finite element analysis of AA2024 and SS316 that the maximum induced stress
increases as the corrosion time was increased and soon reaches plateau under different type
of loading.

Usually a uniform stress distribution is expected and observed prior to

corrosion in the specimens. Even a small irregularity on the surface increases the induced
stress for example; SS316 specimen had few irregularities due to the induced stress had
increased due to these irregularities on the surface. As the specimens were corroded the
irregularities on the surface had also increases depending upon type of material. Usually
the pits, groove and bump are observed as the irregularity on the surface. The stress
distribution on the specimens seems to be non-uniform as the irregularity on the surface
increases. High stresses are induced on those regions on the pits or on those regions which
have relatively low height compared to their neighboring regions. Low stress regions are
observed on the regions which have oxide accumulation on the surface. As the size of the
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pits and groove increases with further corrosion, the intensity of the induced stress also
increases. Ideally, maximum stress is induced on the pits which have maximum pit depth
under any type of loading. The finite element results indicate that occurrences of maximum
stress are within the pit but it depends upon both pit depth and location of the pit on the
surface. If the relative depth between two pits is high then the maximum stress will
induced on the pit with maximum pit depth or it will induced on the pit which is near to the
loading surface.
The type of loading on the specimens can also change the intensity of the induced
stress on the surface. The maximum stresses induced in AA2024 and SS316 specimens are
close to fracture toughness in bending and shear type of loading. In tension loading, the
maximum stress induced is three times the input stress. The stress induced in AA2024 is
higher than that of SS316 at any given time in case of bending and tension loading.
However, the stress induced in SS316 is higher than AA2024 under shear loading. In
AA2024, the induced stress increases sharply during first 30 minutes of corrosion under
different types of loading and then the induced stress increases but amount of increase
demises as the corroding time increases. For SS316, the induced stress gradually increases
between the corrosion times (0-60 minutes) and after that the amount of increase in
induced stress demises. However, under shear type of loading in SS316 specimen, the
induced stress increases sharply during the initial corrosion (0-60 minutes) and on further
corrosion the amount of increase in induced stress seemed to be demising.
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Recommendations and Future work
Corrosion of AA2024 and SS316 specimens is studied under one particular
environment. More research work is needed to study these materials under different kind to
corroding environment to avoid the errors in predicting the expected form of corrosion. A
model is required which can relate the experimental forced corrosion with the natural
atmospheric corrosion
An analysis procedure was achieved using AFM images of the corroded specimens
to predict the maximum stresses induced under different types of loading. The future
research work will be to develop a complete model which can predict the crack initiation
life using effect of both corrosion as well as fatigue under different type of corroding
environment. This model should be able to predict the remaining crack initiation life with
high accuracy at given corrosion time.
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